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Abstract:
A mathematical model of a magnetohydrodynamic-steam electrical power generation system was
developed, incorporating the results of experimental and theoretical investigations conducted by
various researchers, applicable to large power generation. A real gas at sub sonic condition (typical for
large power generation) is used in the flow calculation. A quasi one-dimensional MHD generator
model was used to explore the advantages of the model in the design of the control mechanisms for the
system. The numerical techniques used in the simulation are described and the results of the simulation
are presented. The behavior of the MHD generator in response to load changes are discussed. The
dynamic model of the direct-current (DC) to alternating-current (AC) power converter is presented and
the design parameters compatible with the MHD generator operation are dis cussed. The dynamic
model of the steam plant and air heaters was developed and the results of the simulation of the model in
response to changes in input conditions are shown. The design parameters of the steam plant for a 2000
megawatt (thermal input) MHD system are given. 
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ABSTRACT

A mathematical model, of a magnetohydrodynamic-steam electrical 
power generation system was developed, incorporating the results of 
experimental and theoretical investigations conducted by various 
researchers, applicable to large power generation. A real gas at sub 
sonic condition (typical for large power generation) is used in the 
flow calculation. A quasi one-dimensional MHD generator model was 
used to explore the advantages of the model in the design of the 
control mechanisms for the system. The numerical techniques used in 
the simulation are described and the results of the simulation are 
presented. The behavior of the MHD generator in response to load 
changes are discussed. The dynamic model of the direct-current (DC) 
to alternating-current (AC) power converter is presented and the 
design parameters compatible with the MHD generator operation are dis 
cussed. The dynamic model of the steam plant and air heaters was 
developed and the results of the simulation of the model in response 
to changes in input conditions are shown. The design parameters of 
the steam plant for a 2000 megawatt (thermal input) MHD system are 
given.



Chapter I

INTRODUCTION

1.0 System Simulation

The goal of developing a large Magnetohydrodynamies (MHD) 

Electrical Power Generation System has created a need for the.study of 

the system performance under normal and abnormal operating conditions. 

Simulation provides one means for investigating the behavior of the 

system and aids in predicting system performance under specified 

operating conditions. The system may be represented by a scaled, 

pilot or analytical (mathematical) model. After considering the 

advantages and the disadvantages of each model, such as flexibility, 

cost, time, and responsiveness, ■ the ,,mathematical model was selected 

for this study.

The mathematical model consists of partial and ordinary 

differential equations which accurately define the system. Since the 

simulation is implemented by the use of a digital computer, numerical 

methods are utilized in solving the defining equations.

1.1 Open-cycle MHD-Steam Electrical Power Generation 

Magnetohydrodynamics or more correctly magnetofluidmechanics is

the science dealing.with the interaction between an electrically
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conducting fluid and a magnetic field. For a compressible fluid, part 

of the kinetic and thermal energy is converted directly into electri

city. A simple MHD generator is shown in Figure 1.1. The generator 

consists of a channel of rectangular cross-section with one pair of 

electrically conducting electrodes and one pair of electrically insu

lating walls. The load is connected between the electrodes, and the 

magnetic field is perpendicular to the insulating wall.

In an open-cycle MHD generator, the fluid consists of the 

combustion gases from the burning of fossil fuels, seeded with an 

alkali metal to increase the electrical conductivity. A combustion 

temperature of 2500° Kelvin to 2800° Kelvin is necessary to provide 

enough electrical conductivity and thermal energy for an efficient 

energy conversion.

The fluid flow is accelerated through a nozzle and enters the 

MHD duct. The magnetic field acts to decelerate the charge carriers 

in the fluid stream. In the absence of energy transfer from the 

other particles, the electrons spin in a circular orbit about the 

transverse axis in the magnetic field. The fluid stream forces the 

electrons through the applied magnetic field. The net effect is a 

reduction in the kinetic energy of the fluid stream and an equivalent 

direct current electrical power is induced in the external load cir

cuit. The coordinate system used to describe the phenomena taking
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place in the generator is shown in Figure 1.2.

If a steady state condition is. assumed, and one-dimensional 

flow approximations are used, the voltage induced By the interaction 

of the velocity field with the magnetic field is

• E. = uB (1.1)

and the current density is.

J = cr(uB-E)- (1.2)

where the notation is defined in the symbol reference list.

Following Rosa Il],' a loading factor (K) may be defined as 

K = E/uB (1.3)

so that

J = o(l - K)uB (1.4)

The power delivered to the load per unit volume is

Pq = JE = oK(l - K)u2B2 .

The current interacts with the magnetic field to induce a force 

(F) opposed to the fluid motion. The force on a unit cube of the 

fluid is

o(l - k)uB2JB (1.5)
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Load

Figure 1.1. A Simple MHD Generator

Figure 1.2. Coordinate System.
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In order for the gas to move through the generator, a pressure

difference, between the entrance and the exit mus.t exist and is given

by (neglecting friction effects)

(1 . 6)

where L is the generator length.

The work done by the gas in pushing itself through the magnetic 

field is

Since the energy dissipation in this device occurs within the 

working fluid, it is not lost energy, and can still be recovered in a 

bottoming plant.

In the MHD generator, the electrical conductivity of the fluid 

decreases rapidly with the decreasing gas temperature, thus it becomes 

uneconomical to extract electrical power directly from the fluid by 

the MHD process below a fluid temperature of 2100°K.. The thermal 

energy of. the fluid leaving the MHD generator can be used for heating 

the air needed in the combustion process '( to attain high combustion

P1 = Fu = 0(1 - K)u 2B2 (1.7)

Thus the electrical efficiency is

ne = P /P. = Ko I (1.8)
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temperature) and to produce steam for a steam turbine to generate 

more power (see Figure 1.3). The MHD generator thus operates as a 

topping plant for a steam-electric power plant making it possible to 

obtain higher thermal efficiency than existing conventional thermal 

electric power plants.

1.2 Historical Review

Magnetohydrodynamics Electrical Power Generation

Magnetohydrodynamics electrical power generation is based on the 

Faraday effect in which a voltage is induced in a circuit when a 

magnetic field linking the circuit is changed. This effect was first 

observed by Michael Faraday [2] in 1831, when he experimented with 

mercury flowing through a magnetic field. Industrial experiments with 

gaseous MHD were conducted by Karlovitz [3], in the period 1938 to 1944. 

The generator failed to operate because of the low conductivity of the 

working gas.

Extensive work started again in the late fifty's and early 

sixty's in the United States [4-8]. The first combustion experiment 

was performed at Westinghouse Electric Corp. [8] and followed by 

similar experiment [9]. The cycle analysis of the MHD electrical 

power generation system [10-17] showed that if a MHD generator is 

operated above 25Q0°K, and used as a topper for a steam plant, high 

thermal efficiencies can be obtained. Considerable work had been done
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also on the environmental aspects of MHD [18-20]. The high temperature 

MHD energy conversion process, with, the higher attainable thermal 

efficiency it makes possible, also provides opportunity for. the reduc

tion and control of air and thermal pollution from the power plant.

One-dimensional Steady State Flow

Extensive research has been conducted in the United States [21- 

30], and other countries [31-36] to better understand the MHD process 

and to solve the technological problems associated with the phenomena. 

The development of a reliable method of calculating the flow of a 

fluid in a MHD channel is one of the most important problems, the 

solution of which may aid in the development of MHD generators. 

Considerable research work has been devoted to this problem. The com

plexity of three-dimensional models [37-38], led early researchers to 

consider one-dimensidnal approximations.

The analysis of the MHD generator steady state response with an 

ideal gas as a working fluid was performed by several researchers [7, 

39,40]. Some of the studies devoted to the comparison of the results 

of the one-dimensional theory with experiments [22-25] show that this 

theory may be used for the calculation of the flow in the"channel of 

large MHD generators if the effects of the boundary layer and the end 

region nonuniformities are neglected. The one-dimensional theory is 

adequate for the calculation of the power output, electromagnetic.
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pressure gradient and load current. In references [41-42], the heat 

transfer and friction effects are treated as a fixed percentage of the 

MHD generator output, while in [43-45], the heat transfer and friction 

effects are calculated as functions of the gas parameters (temperature, 

pressure, velocity, mass density, etc.).

Numerical calculation of the electrical parameters in a Faraday- 

type MHD generator with two-dimensional gas flow was performed by 

Celinski [46], in which the effects of the viscous and thermal bounda- ■ 

ry layers on the power output of the MHD generator was considered.

One-dimensional Time-dependent Flow

Most o f .the analytical work done relating to the development of 

the MHD method of energy conversion, considered only the steady-state 

problem of the flow. Earlier work on time-dependent MHD channel flow 

done by Yen and Chang [47], considered a time dependent pressure 

gradient in the channel. The convolution integral and superposition 

principle was used to obtain the solution for any arbitrary time- 

dependent pressure gradient. Lundgren, et al. [48], did an analysis 

of the transient MHD duct flow of an electrically conducting viscous 

incompressible fluid. The results showed that the response of the 

fluid was similar to the response of a mass-spring system with a dam

per. The computational problems in MHD (time-dependent and time-inde

pendent flow) were also studied by Killeen [49]. A review of a number
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of computational techniques useful in solving the equations' of MHD was 

presented. A review of existing literature and experimental inves

tigation of non-steady state flow of a viscous incompressible, electri

cally conducting fluid in MHD channels can be found in reference [50].

In open-cycle MHD electrical power generation systems, the workr

ing fluid is a real, viscous, compressible multi-component gas. There 

are several research studies devoted to this problem [51-56]. I n  

reference [51], the problem of one-dimensional unsteady-state flow of 

an electrically conducting fluid in the channel of the MHD generator 

and the numerical solution are discussed. The results of the numerical 

solution of the problem of a sudden change in the load parameters are 

given. A small MHD channel (.961 m x .5 m x .144 m) was considered.

In reference [52], the problem of the input shock wave into the channel 

with continuous electrodes and constant cross-section is established 

and numerically solved. One-dimensional non-steady state motion of an 

inviscid non-heat conducting gas behind the front of a shock wave are 

considered. End effects and current leakage in the channel are neglec

ted. In reference [53], the results of a numerical solution of the 

problem of unsteady-state flow with ideal gas and external load circuit

ry are given. The external circuit consists of a resistance and induc

tance. In a later paper [54], the flow of a real gas in a channel of 

variable cross-sectional area was considered. The channel includes
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the nozzle, MHD generator and diffuser. The gas is assumed to be 

flowing from a large reservoir such, that the boundary conditions may 

be considered fixed. An artificial viscosity [57] was introduced into 

the equation describing the flow, making it possible to calculate the 

separation of flow (discontinuity) in the channel. In this reference, 

the results of the numerical solution for a fairly large MHD channel 

are presented. The channel is 10 meters.long (nozzle - 2 meters, MHD 

generator - 5 meters and diffuser - 3 meters). Rosciszewski and Yeh 

[56] performed a numerical calculation of a non-steady, non-equilibrium 

flow in a divergent linear MHD generator. The purpose of the research 

work was to determine the time necessary for the establishment of a 

steady state condition at different generator loads and gas input 

parameters. The two-step Lax-Wendroff finite difference method [57] 

was used to solve the MHD equations. Oliver [155] conducted a study 

of the transient response of a MHD generator to changes in the load 

condition. Two types of generators were considered, a constant velocity 

supersonic single load diagonal wall generator and a constant velocity 

subsonic multiple load diagonal wall generator. The working fluid was 

assumed to be an ideal gas. The two step—Lax Wendroff method was also 

used to implement the computer calculation. The response of the 

generator to a finite amplitude magnetoacoustic disturbance was obtained.
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Direct-current to Alternating-current Poyer Conversion

The increasing use of high-voltage direct-current (HVDC) power 

transmission has created the need fot dynamic models to analyze the 

performance of alternating-current to direct-current converters. A 

digital computer simulation provides a versatile and accurate alterp 

native to a scaled physical model. The most suitable configuration 

for HVDC operation is the basic bridge or Graetz [57] circuit. (See 

Figure 1.4). The behavior of this three-phase bridge converter under 

steady-state normal operation is fully.documented [57-58]. The conver

sion of power at each end of the HVDC link may be carried out by 

mercury arc converters or by thyristors.

In 1966, Hingorani, et al developed a new digital computer tech

nique for the study of HVDC systems. The technique is called the 

Central process Method based on the fact that the operation of a HVDC 

converter consists of similar consecutive processes. Each bridge 

converter is represented by a set of differential and boolean equations 

This technique may be used to obtain the waveform of transient and 

steady state voltages and currents anywhere in the HVDC system. In a 

later paper [60]* the simulation of abnormal conditions (faults) in a 

HVDC system was presented.

' Hingorani and Hay [61-63], developed a more flexible and accurate 

technique in digital simulation of HVDC systems. The digital computer
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program may represent different circuit configurations, modes of con

trol and protective devices. Hingorani and Mountford [64], also deve

loped a method by which trunk lines may be simulated for the purpose 

of load flow analysis by digital computer. The power system may con

tain one or more DC transmission links.

Steam Plant Dynamic Modelling and Simulation

The development of the mathematical model of a steam plant 

characterizing the dynamic behavior of each component is necessary for 

the dynamic control of the plant. A number of mathematical models 

have been made to describe the dynamics of steam plant components [65- 

73]. In 1958, Chien9 et al. [65], provided the first comprehensive dy

namic analysis of a steam boiler. The model was a simple representa

tion of an oil-fired, single furnace, natural circulation marine boiler. 

A formulation of the mathematical model of a 200 MW electric power 

generating station (Cromby Unit No. 2 of Philadelphia Electric Co.) 

was published by .Daniels, et al. [66] in 1960. The system includes a 

pulverized coal-fired, twin furnace, controlled circulation reheat 

boiler. In 1964, Nicholson [67], developed optimal and suboptimal 

digital controllers for the control of an oil-fired boiler model spe

cified by discrete state variables and transition function. The dyna

mic model used was similar to that of Chien, and the steady state test ■ 

data was obtained from a boiler installed at an industrial power sta
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tion at Merseyside, Gt. Britain. Thompson 16.8j , published in 1965, a " 

refined version of the Daniels, model. A linearized mathematical model 

which describes the dynamics of the drum, downcomer, waterwall, econo

mizer, superheater and the combustion portion of a large utility power 

plant was developed. The state variable technique was used in imple

menting the model. A comparison with the. dynamic response of the 

Cromby Unit No. 2 was made.

In 1968, Anderson, et al [69], developed a mathematical model 

for a 200 MN coal-fired, drum type, natural circulation boiler with 

reheat. The differential equations characterizing the behavior of 

each component were linearized and manipulated into state space form 

for solution in a digital computer. Speedy [70], studied the least 

squares procedure in estimating the parameters of a steam generating 

plant model. The results showed that the least squares method pror 

vides a simple procedure for obtaining mathematical models of steam 

generating plant with root-mean-square (rms) prediction accuracy better 

than 5 %.

In 1971, McDonald, et al [71-72], developed a non-linear mathe

matical model of a drum type, twin furnace, reheat boiler-turbine 

generator system which is suitable for control system analysis and 

design. . All model parameters were obtained from design data and unit 

acceptance test data of the system. The system under study was the
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coal-fired, 200 MW Cromby Unit No. 2. An extensive comparison of the 

model simulation with the field data was made. Excellent agreement was 

found in both closed loop, steady state operation and open-loop tran

sient response. . McDonald and Kwatny [73], extended their study to the 

development of a methodology for the design and analysis of multi- 

variable process controls and its application to the control of conven

tional, drum-type, fossil-fired, single reheat steam power plants based 

on optimal linear control theory.

The bottoming plant of the MHD system is different from a con

ventional steam plant. In the MHD system, the boiler is an unfired 

waste-heat boiler without the losses associated with the furnace. The 

air preheater in the conventional plant is used to lower the stack gas 

temperature, whereas in the MHD system, the air is first compressed, 

thus increasing its temperature. Feedwater heating is accomplished by 

stack gas cooling, wall cooling of the combustion chamber, MHD channel 

and diffuser and also by the regenerative method.

Hoover, et al. [14], proposed a steam bottoming plant for the

MHD system operating at 2.4 x IO^ Newtons/sq m / 822°Kelvin with single
-2reheat and the steam exhausting at 3.8 x 10 m mercury. There are 

four steam turbines, one high pressure, one intermediate pressure and 

two low pressure turbines developing an aggregate power approximately 

equal to one-half of the total MHD system power output. Steady
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state performance of the steam plant was evaluated.

Laxton and Steyens [74], provided a first comprehensive design 

of a proposed steam bottoming plant based on a 2000 MW thermal input 

to the MHD system. The steam plant operates at a supercritical 

conditions (2.4 x IO^ Newtons/sq m, 822°Kelvin:) and single reheat.

The steam turbine consists of one high pressure, one intermediate pres

sure and one low pressure turbine. Only the steady state performance 

of the steam plant was investigated.

1.3 Statement of the Problem

The problems of the steady state flow of a conducting fluid in 

the channel of a MHD generator have been extensively investigated.

The prospects of the development of large industrial MHD electrical 

power generation system creates an urgent need for the solution of the 

problems associated with the time-dependent flow in the channel and 

the analyses of the dynamic response of the system components.

The dynamic response characteristics of a large MHD electrical 

power generation system may be obtained by using a scaled physical 

model or by the computer simulation of the mathematical model. It is 

expensive to build and operate a scaled model and it is difficult for 

the scaled model to accurately represent the dynamic response of a 

large system. Hence, a digital computer simulation of the mathematical 

model is usually chosen because of its low cost and great flexibility.
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Allvadze, et al. [53-55] have investigated the unsteady state 

flow in the channel of a MHD generator. . A real channel of variable 

cross-section was considered, together with a nozzle and diffuser in 

which a real gas is flowing. An artificial viscosity [75] term was 

introduced into the flow equations, which made it possible to calculate 

separation of flow, (discontinuity) in the channel. The dynamic res

ponse of the generator was obtained under different load conditions.

A Faraday segmented electrodes generator was considered.

.Since a large MHD electrical power generation system includes not 

only the MHD generator and diffuser but also the steam bottoming plant, 

the air heater, the combustor and the DC to AC converter, it is impor

tant that the behavior of these components should be carefully analyzed. 

The dynamic control of the system can then be based on the results of 

this study.

In this study, the MHD system components considered are the MHD 

generator, the diffuser, the steam bottoming plant and the air heater. 

The dynamic models of these components were developed and the transient 

response to changes in operating conditions, were obtained. In the MHD 

generator, the transient response to changes in load condition is 

investigated. The response of the steam plant to the variation of the 

gas parameters (such as the mass flow fate and the gas temperature) 

is carefully analyzed. The transient behavior of the DC to AC conver
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ter is also investigated.

The outline of the thesis is as follows:

Chapter II. The dynamic model of a single-load segmented MHD 

generator is developed. Basic assumptions leading to the development 

of the quasi one-dimensional model are presented. The limitations of 

the model is also discussed.

Chapter III. The dynamic model of the steam bottoming plant and 

air heater is developed based on the governing laws of fluid dynamics,, 

empirical heat transfer relationships and the equation of state. The 

DC to AC converter is also represented by a mathematical model.

Chapter IV. The implementation of the digital computer simula

tion of the mathematical model of the MHD electrical power generation 

system components is presented. The numerical methods used.are also 

discussed.

Chapter V. In this chapter, the results of the digital computer 

simulation with the appropriate figures to illustrate the dynamic res

ponse of the system are presented.

Chapter VI summarizes the results and the conclusions obtained 

from the simulation. The significance of the results are discussed 

and the suggestions for future research are given.



Chapter II

FORMULATION OF THE MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF 

A MAGNETOHYDRODYNAMIC GENERATOR

2.0 Introduction

In this chapter, the mathematical model of a magnetohydrodynamic 

(MHD) generator is formulated. The three-dimensional MHD equations are 

first described and the MHD approximations, applicable to MHD electrical 

power generation are presented. The quasi one-dimensional MHD flow 

applicable to a large electrical power generation system is developed. 

The limitations of the model are also discussed.

2.1 Magnetohydrodynamics Equations

MHD electrical power generation involves the flow of a viscous, 

compressible, electrically conducting, fluid through a channel in the 

presence of a transverse magnetic field. As in fluid dynamics, the 

fluid may be considered as a continuous medium. The MHD equations 

consist of the Navier-Stokes equations of fluid dynamics, the energy 

equation. Maxwell's equations, the equation of state of the working 

fluid and Ohm's law. The derivation of these equations can be found in 

references [76-78]. Neglecting the effect of magnetization and polari

zation [77], the MHD equations are (per unit volume):
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Fluid Dynamics Equations

Mass Conservation or Continuity Equation. This equation expres

ses the principle of conservation of mass, i.e. the time rate of change 

of mass in an arbitrary volume is equal to the total mass flow out of 

that volume.

+ V" (pv) = 0 (2.1)dt —

The Equation of Motion or the Momentum Equation. The body 

forces acting on the fluid are the Lorentz force (JXB), the electro

static or coulombic force (pE), the inertial and pressure forces (Vp) 

and the viscous force (V»t_) [77].

Dv
p——  = -Vp + VoT + p E + JxB (2.2)Dt - e—  ---

T\ Q
where —  = —  + v°V , the convective derivative [77-78]. .

The Conservation of Energy Equation. The energy equation consists 

of the internal energy equation and the kinetic energy equation (the 

product of the momentum equation and the velocity). The kinetic energy 

equation is

4 (v2/2) - [(v.V)p + V- (v‘t) + Vi-JXB

+  V-PeE']- (2.3)
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and the equation for the internal energy of the working fluid is

= ~ {p (V°v) + V ”(kVT) + J2/a } . (2.4)

where U is the internal energy of the working fluid per unit mass,

p(V-v) is the work done by the pressure, V°(kVT) is the rate of thermal
2energy lost from the fluid, J /a is the ohmic heating, and V ° Ov"r) 

the dissipation function [77]. The change in the electrical stored 

energy is negligible because the permittivity of the working fluid is 

approximately equal to that of free space.

The total energy equation is

pDt^j + V̂ /2) = - {V*(vp) + V* (kVT) + v-p E

2 •
+ J /a + V- Cv-JT)

+ ' V-JXB (2.5)

where (v"V)p + p(V-v) = V-(vp) is the rate of mechanical work 

done by the gas in working against the pressure forces on the surface 

of the volume. But

p
v.JXB + J /CF + vop E JeE (2.6)

Thus

CD + v 2/2) - {V-(vp) + V-(KVT) ■+ J-E
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The specific internal energy is

U = h - p/p (2.8)

and

D 3
Pyt CpZp) = Pjt (p /p ) + pv-v(p/p)

= + v- (vp) (2.9)

Hence the energy equation may be written as

Pjt(h + v 2/2) = |2- - V»(kVT) + J-E

+ V-(v-t) } (2 .10)

The equation of State (for an ideal gas) may be written, as 

p = pRT '

The thermodynamic, electrical and transport properties are:

The specific enthalpy is h = h(p,T) (2.11)

The thermal conductivity is k-; ?= k (p ,T) (2.12)

The viscosity is n = n(p,T) (2.13)

The electrical conductivity is O1 = o-(p,T) (2.14)
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Maxwell'* s equations are:

V •_£ W<11
Q.Il (2.15)

V"B = 0 (2.16)

VXE
SB 

" St" (2.17)

VxB
SE

* p(j. + . (2.18)

2.2 MHD Approximations

The process involved in a MHD flow is described accurately by 

the three-dimensional fluid dynamic equations, Ohm's law and Maxwell's 

equations. In MHD electrical power generation, a number of approxima

tions can be made which will be valid over a wide range of operating 

conditions. These are:

(1) The fluid flow involves velocities much smaller than the 

velocity of light, thus relativistic effects are neglected. In large 

MHD generators the fluid velocity is typically in the order of

IO^ m/sec. The relativistic factor (/l - v^/c^) may then be considered 

equal to unity.

(2) The.displacement current in the electrically conducting 

medium is very small compared to the conduction current over a wide 

range of frequency. The ratio of the amplitude of the displacement
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current (e^-) to the amplitude of the conduction current is approx

imately

eo)
a

In open-cycle MHD energy conversion where the working fluid is the

gaseous products of the combustion of fossil fuel and air, the typical
“12parameters are < 7 - 2 - 1 0  mho/m and e - 10 . This gives a ratio of

-1310 which shows that even at very high frequencies the displacement 

current is negligible.

(3) The magnitude of the excess charge density (p^) may be 

obtained from the equation sV"IS = (Gauss’s law). Since 15 varies

linearly over some small region, the excess charge density is approx

imately equal to E/L, where L is the characteristic length of the 

electric, field. The ratio of the magnitude of the current flow due to 

the excess charge to the amplitude of the conduction current is approx

imately

p^u/crE = eEu /LoE = eu/fiO

3
Typical values of u and L are 10 m/sec and 1.5 m respectively. This

-10gives a ratio of 10 , which means that the excess charge current can

be safely neglected.
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(4) The electrostatic body force in the working fluid is equal 

to pe_E. The ratio of this force to the magnetic force (Lorentz) is

PfiE/JxB = eE/[LBa(E + uB)]

The applied electric field (E) is the same order of magnitude as uB, 

thus

2JXB - a(uB )

and the ratio is then equal to

• 2 2eE /aLuB = eu/oL

which is in the order of 10

(5) The induced magnetic field is equal to yoLuB. Dividing

the induced magnetic field by the applied magnetic field B, gives the

magnetic Reynolds number, R^ = yaLu. The typical value for open-
-2cycle MHD.electrical power generation is approximately 10 , which

means that the induced magnetic field can be safely neglected.

Using the above approximations, the MHD equations may then be 

written as

Continuity equation

ie.
9t + V•(pv) 0 (2.19)
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Momentum equation 

Dv
Pĵ T = ~ Vp + V°T_ + JxjB (2.20)

Energy equation

pDtCh + ̂ /2) + V-(KVT) + Jj-E

+ V-(v-Tj) ■= 0 (2.21)

Ohm* s law

J = o'(E + vxjB) - Be(JXB)ZB + BeB1E (JxB)XB]/B2 (2.22)

Maxwell’s equations

V-J = 0  (2.23)

V-B = 0 (2.24)

VxH = J  (2.25)
9B ' .

• vxI  = " . (2.26)

2•3 Quasi one-dimensional MHD equations

Dynamic control of a MHD system requires a simple but accurate 

mathematical model, thus avoiding a complex control implementation prob 

lem. Some approximations must be made to reduce the three-dimensional 

model to a one-dimensional model. However, this does not imply that 

the process in the MHD channel is one-dimensional. ■
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The approximations are:

(1) The variation of the cross-sectional area of the channel is 

such that the only significant component of the velocity is in the 

axial direction. This imply that Ar|g<§:l [80] .

(2) All non-uniformities in the end region (inlet and exit) of 

the MtD channel can be neglected. These non-uniformities are associa

ted with eddy currents in the end regions. These eddy currents tend 

to reduce the power output of the MHD generator. However, the losses 

may be reduced by increasing the generator aspect ratio (L/D). Methods 

that may be used in reducing these losses are discussed in references 

[81-83].

(3) The magnetic field is constant and parallel to the z-axis 

and the electrostatic field is only in the x and y direction. The 

magnetic field is uniform over the cross-section of the duct.

(4) The induced magnetic field is.negligible. This implies that 

the magnetic Reynolds number (a measure of the ease with which the 

fluid flows through a magnetic field) is smaller than unity. For open- 

cycle MHD , the magnetic Reynolds number is very much less than unity.. 

Thus, the perturbation of the magnetic field is very small.

(5) The fluid flow parameters (velocity, temperature, pressure 

and mass density) are assumed to be uniform over the cross-section.
I

This implies that the flow parameters may be represented by its average
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value over the cross-section of the channel.

The quasi one-dimensional equations niay then be written: 

Continuity

Ir + i f e (puA) (2.27)

.Momentum

' ■ 3u •, 3u _ iE
3% + - F (2.28)

Energy

9h ,  ̂ 3u , 
p9i + pu + pu‘ t  + J E - G (2.29)

Ohm*s law

Jx

Jy

where F = il
3x

g________  [(I + 6i8e)Ex - 6e (Ey - uB) ] (2.30)
Cl + B 1Be) + S e2

(1 + 3i:e) 1 (1 + 6i6e> <VUB) + 6A 1 (2"31)

The MHD generator may be operated as a constant area, constant 

velocity, constant Mach number, constant temperature, constant pressure 

or constant density generator. The constant area generator is very 

useful for MHD experiments. For subsonic and supersonic inlet condi

tions, the flow will tend to a Mach number of unity at the exit,[84].
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The thermal energy is converted into kinetic energy for a subsonic 

inlet condition and the kinetic energy will be converted to thermal 

energy for the supersonic inlet conditions. These converted energies 

cannot be recovered in the duct, thus the conversion efficiency is 

reduced. In the constant velocity generator [85], the gas temperature 

decreases so that the Mach number at the exit is greater than at the 

inlet resulting in an increasing diffuser losses. In a constant tem

perature generator, the electrical energy is obtained from the kinetic 

energy only [86]. In the constant pressure or density MHD generator, 

only a part of the flow kinetic energy is converted to electrical 

energy, the rest being converted to thermal energy. The constant Mach 

number generator (for a perfect gas in the absence of heat transfer), 

when optimized provides the maximum electrical power output with mini

mum duct size [87]. In a generator utilizing real, viscous, compres

sible gas as a working fluid, the optimum (minimum duct size for.a 

maximum power output and fixed pressure ratio) is close to a constant 

Mach number generator [45].

2.4 . Heat Transfer and Friction Effects

The quasi one-dimensional model ignores the effects of the vis

cous and thermal boundary layers. Due to MHD forces, electrical dis

sipation near the electrode wall, the deposition of the condensed seed 

and slag on the wall, the existing boundary layer theory developed for
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rocket engine nozzles [88] may not be applicable td MHD generators.

In the development of the heat transfer and friction effects equations, 

the boundary layer is ignored. The boundary layer effects are dis

cussed in section 2.7.

The heat transfer (G) and friction (F) terms - in the quasi one- 

dimensional equations may be expressed in terms of the heat flux and 

shear stress at the duct wall. It is assumed that the heat transfer 

and friction effects are the same on the electrode and insulator walls. 

The momentum and energy balance equations for an element.of the duct 

length are [89]

F = 4 T /D0) (2.32)

G = 4(qc + qr)/D (2.33)

The shear stress (t ) is calculated from the friction factor

2 T /pu CO (2.34)

The flow in a segmented MHD duct may be considered similar to a

fully developed flow in a long rough tube. The flow in a duct is

controlled by the Reynolds number (Re = puD/q ). For a large MHD

generator with thermal input greater than 2 megawatts, the range of
5 7the Reynolds number is 10 to 10 (turbulent flow). For this range,

—  2the friction factor is approximately [90] , f = c^Re
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The effect of the MHD forces on the value of the friction factor 

for large MHD generators has not been fully investigated. Various 

authors [90,91] reported values of friction coefficient (c^) for small 

MHD generators equal to three times greater than in the case of a 

smooth wall. In an investigation conducted by Zankl [92], using a 

small channel (4 cm x 5 cm inlet, 12 cm x 5 cm exit, 1.6 m long), 

the larger friction coefficient led to an increase in the temperature 

and pressure of the combustion gas, thus resulting in the increase of 

electrical conductivity. However for large generators, the friction 

coefficient may not be as large as that exhibited by small experimen

tal generators.

The friction term (F) may then be written

F = 2 C1P u2 Re"'2 (2.35)

The convective heat flux (q^) is obtained from the convective 

heat transfer coefficient (Q^)

V ^ a w  - V (2.36)

where aw T + R u /2C

1/3

Pr =Piizk
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In a fully developed pipe flow [89]

Q A
Ch = c2Re" Pr' k/D (2.37-)

where is a constant which depends on the wall roughness, obtainable 

from experimental data [93-94]. The value of c^ is also influenced by 

the MHD effects, seed and slag deposition on the walls and the Ohmic 

dissipation on the electrodes.

The convective heat flux may then be written as

qc = C2Rel8Pr*4 (k/D)(T - " T  + Ru2/2) (2.38)

Let AT = T - T  and Ah = h - h w w
where h and h^ are the specific enthalpy at the temperatures T and T^

respectively. But Ah = ATC^ + ApCfc, thus for small variation of

pressure, Ah = ATC , or h - h = C . ( T - T ) .  The convective heat. . p w p w
flux may then be rewritten as

qc = c2Re,8Pr*4 (K/DCp)(h - h^ + Ru2/2) (2:39)

The actual convective heat loss is greatly influenced by the 

slag and seed deposits on the walls which would lead to an increase in 

the wall surface temperature of the inner walls. This would result in 

the reduction of the thermal boundary layer thickness.

The radiative heat flux (q^) is calculated from the radiation
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equation [95]

S (e T 
g B I )W W

4
(2.40)

The wall emissivity (e^) depends on the material and condition of the 

wall surface and the gas emissivity (e^) depends on the duct dimension 

and the working fluid constituents 195]. An approximate formula for 

(Eg) extrapolated from the curves obtained by McAdams [95] is

e = . S T D - 5 X l O -4 (2.41)

The viscosity and the thermal conductivity of the combustion 

gas are given by [89]

n = 2.1 x IO-8 (T + 780 ) (2.42)

K = 1.71 x IO-3 (T + 27.0)/M (2.43)

In the calculation of the gas specific enthalpy, the value for 

chemical equilibrium is used (Appendix A) which implies that chemical 

equilibrium exists throughout the cross-section of the channel. This 

is justified by the short chemical reaction time (at high operating 

temperature and pressure), much smaller than the residence time of 

the gas in the combustion chamber.
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2.5 Working Fluid Thermodynamic and Electrical Properties

The calculation of the thermodynamic properties of the gas are 

based on the law of mass action. This calculation involves the solu

tion of a set of non-linear simultaneous differential equations for 

the molar concentration of the various fluid constituents. A number 

of numerical calculations have been performed by different researchers 

[96-99].

In this study, the)thermodynamic equations were obtained from 

the equations developed by Baylis, et al. [100] to fit the !detailed 

equilibrium calculation of Freck and Roberts [96]. The equations are 

given in Appendix A.

Since the combustion products of air arid coal have a low elec

trical conductivity, a% alkali metal (preferably cesium or potassium) 

is added to provide the necessary electrical conductivity for an 

efficient energy conversion. This process is called seeding. The 

degree of ionization (electron density) is given by the Saha equation

[104]

Log
n n .

- e i
■n - - nos.

]
I

5040 3 T 5040
T - 2 Log ■ T

+ 26.9366 + Log 2 £i
gO

(2.44) .

which employs the law of mass action to obtain the electron density.
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The calculation of the electron density and the electron mobility 

in a seeded plasma has been discussed by various authors [96-99, 101- 

103]. The electrical properties of the gas used in this study were 

obtained from the simplified equations developed in reference [100] to 

fit the detailed calculations preformed by Freck [96].' The equations 

are given in Appendix A. It was assumed that the electrical properties 

of the gas may be represented by its average value throughout the 

cross-section of the channel. However in the presence of an electro

magnetic field, a gasdynamlc turbulence in the electrically conducting 

fluid gives rise to fluctuations in the electric field and current 

density. These arise because of the fluctuation in the velocity and 

conductivity of the working fluid. These changes in conductivity and 

electron mobility are subject to a time constant [105] which is suffi

ciently large so as to prevent the electrons from following the tur

bulent fluctuations.

The values of the electrical conductivity of the combustion 

products of coal, air and alkali seed still remain uncertain as long 

as the effects of the rare components of the coal and the slag are 

unknown. The effects may not be negligible. The uncertainty in the 

chemical composition of the seeded combustion gas makes it appropriate 

to use the simplified physical model for calculating the electrical 

conductivity.
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2.6 The Single-load Segmented MHD Generator Model

The Linear MHD Generator. The linear channel is the simplest 

MHD generator geometry and by far the most advance in the development 

stage of MHD generators. In the following analysis, the velocity u 

is taken in the x-direction and the magnetic field in the z-direction. 

The induced electric field (yXB) is then equal to uB in the y-directidn 

(See Figure 2.1).

The three most common types of linear generators are the conti

nuous electrode Faraday, the segmented electrode Faraday and the seg

mented electrode Hall generator. The continuous electrode generator 

is shown in Figure 2.2. This is the simplest of all MHD generator 

configuration and operates with a single load. There is no electric 

field in parallel with the flow but large axial current exists.

The current density equations 2.30 and 2.31 become

Jx = -erg CE' - uB)/[(l + R B  )2 + B 2] e y x e  e (2.45a)

Jy a (I + BiBe)(Ey - uB)/[(I. + B1Be)2 + Bg2] (2.46a)

Jx = oBe (I - K)uB/[(l + ,B1Be)2 .+ Be2J (2.45b)
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athode

anode

insulators

Figure 2.1 Diagram for the Analysis of a 
Linear MHD Generator

Figure 2.2 Continuous Electrode Faraday MHD Generator
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Jy = O a  + S1SeK K  - l)uB/[(l + SiSe )2 + Se2] • (2.46b)

The power generated per unit volume is

o K(1 - K)u 2B2 (1 + S.S )
P = E-J = ------------ ^ (2.47)

(I + PiBe)^ + g /

since E = 0.x -
In the continuous.electrode generator, there is an ohmic loss 

in the electrodes due to the axial current. This loss can be reduced 

by segmenting the electrodes (figure 2.3). Thus, there is an axial 

field developed in the generator and the axial current becomes zero. 

The equations for this generator may then be written

Jy ■ '(By - uB)/(l + S1Se) . (2.48)

EX ' lV B y - uB)/(l + B1Be) (2.49)

P E Jy y
2 2= K(1 - K)cru B /(I 4- S1Se) (2.50)

The segmented electrode pairs may be short-circuited and an

external load connected between the first and the last pair to form a

Hall generator (Figure 2.4). This forces Ey = 0. Thus
a[(l + S-SJEv ■+ S uB]

j = ----------- ------— ----
(i + e ^ )  + Ge

(2.51)
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Ex = " V e U B / a + W  (2.52)

where is the ratio of the axial electric field and the open- 

circuit ̂ ajtial. electric, field. The power density is

V 1 - Vg6e2u2li2____
(I + BeB.) [(I. + B1Be)2 + Be2]

(2.53)

An analysis of the Hall effect on the electrical terminal 

characteristics, generated power per unit volume, pressure gradient 

and generator efficiency [106] showed that for a segmented electrode 

Faraday generator, the performance is independent of the Hall effect 

for very small values of For the continuous electrode generator,

the power density deteriorates as 6^ increases. In a Hall generator, 

the power density and efficiency is comparable to that of the segmen

ted electrode Faraday generator for large values of I) but

is poor when is small. Analysis of the performance of these three 

types of generators with Hall effect was also performed by Celinski 

[40] with similar results.

For the working fluid under consideration in this study 

( combustion products of coal, air and seed), the Hall parameter 

is in the range I to 6 and B^ I. This range of values rules out 

the use of the Hall and the continuous electrode generator. However,
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Figure 2.3 Segmented Electrodes Faraday Generator

j LOAD

Figure 2.4 Hall Generator
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the- segmented electrode Faraday generator requires a multiplicity of 

loads.

A series or cross-connected generator was proposed by De Montardy 

[107] to reduce the number of loads connected to the generators (see 

Figure 2.5). The cross-connection between the electrodes on the top 

and bottom wall are equipotential planes in the one-dimensional model. 

The angle of cross-connection introduces an electrical constraint. 

represented by the parameter

-y\ (2.54)

For a finely (infinite segmentation) segmented generator with 

no distortion in the electric field, the current density is [107]

J — Oi J X  y

J = (I + a ) a
(E + uB(d - g )/(l + a )

(I +.Be )

The open-circuit electric field is

. (2.55a) 

(2.55b)

uB(a 3 )/ (I + a ) (2.56)

and the power density

[K(l - K) (a - Be)2Ou2B2] 

(I + B J 2 ( I + a2)
(2.57)
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The total current crossing any equipotential plane is constant 

and equals the load current given by

1L = A (Jx - <xJy) (2.58)

The generator electrical parameters, (Lorentz force, current 

density, electric field, isentropic efficiency, power density) may be 

calculated in terms of the load current and the cross-connection para

meter (a). Following Bayliss [ 1 0 0 ] a dimensionless current is intro

duced to simplify the equations (Table 2.1),

I* = Il /(AauB) (2.59)

Isentropic efficiency is defined as the ratio of the power output per 

unit volume to the work done against the Lorentz force (JXB1).

eV V zV b (2. 60)

Electrode Voltage Drop. There is an electrode voltage drop 

caused by the poor emission properties of the electrode.materials and 

the cold boundary layer at the surface of the electrodes. The voltage 

drop varies with the load current, temperature and the material of the 

electrode walls. The higher the temperature of the electrode, the 

thinner is the boundary layer and the lower is the voltage drop [108]. 

At large current densities, the voltage drop is approximately constant.
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Figure 2.5. Series or Cross—connected Generator

Figure 2.6. Coordinate System for Segmented 
Electrode Generator I100]
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For a large MHD generator operating at subsonic condition the voltage 

drop may vary between 40 to 200 volts [HO]. It is convenient to 

define an electrode voltage drop parameter

<j> = V/huB (2.61)

and introduce this parameter in the one-dimensional equations for the 

single-load MHD generator.

Effects of Segmentation. The segmentation of the electrodes is 

necessary to compensate for the power reduction due to the Hall effect 

and also to reduce the duct end losses due to loop currents [111].

The analysis in the preceding section assumed infinite segmentation.

In a practical MHD generator, the electrode pitch and width is finite, 

typically one to five centimeters, limited by the axial electric field. 

The influence of a finite electrode pitch and width (two-dimensional 

effects considered) for a segmented Faraday generator was first inves

tigated by Hurwitz, Kilb and Sutton [112] and for the three types of 

generators (segmented Faraday, Hall and cross-connected generators) 

with the electrodes and the insulating gap equal in width by Dzung 

[113]. Similar investigations limited to the segmented Fhraday genera

tor were also performed by Yeh and Sutton [114] and Schultz-Grunow and 

Denzel [115]. In a later paper, Dzung [116] considered the influence 

of a finite electrode pitch for the three types of generators for any
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ratio of electrode and gap widths, A set of curves and formulae were 

derived showing the effects of finite segmentation on the power density, 

generator efficiency and on the voltage-current characteristics of the 

MHD generator. An analysis performed by Witalis [117-118] also showed 

results similar to that obtained by Dzung.

A more useful form of introducing the two dimensional effects of 

electrode and gap widths into the one dimensional MHD equations based 

on the work of Dzung was proposed by Welly [100]. It is assumed that 

the conditions, in the duct do not vary with x, thus the current and 

potential systems are. periodic with the segmentation. Then, the 

currents and potentials of the three electrodes (0,X,Y) in figure 2.6 

may be expressed as functions of the Hall parameters pitch to height 

ratio (b/h) and the electrode to pitch ratio (a/bj; These are repre

sented by resistances R ,R ,R .

*0% R IXX X + R I xy y

51OY R I yx x + R I
y y  y

(2.62)

(2.63)

where $ - potentials measured in the moving frame at electrodes

X and Y with respect to electrode 0.

I - axial current x
I - current to each electrode 
y

R = - R , since there is no relative displacement betweenxy yx r ■
electrodes.



Table 2.1. Expression for the Generator Parameters [100]

Lorentz Force JxjB - OuB2 Cl '+ I* (a - g)) 
2. I + a '

Power Density JojE
- CU B (I (a + g) - I *(1 + r)) 

I + a 2

Axial Current 
Density JX

*
ouB(I (I + a g) - a ) 

I + a 2

Transverse Current 
Density

- cuB(I + I*(a - g)) 
I + a 2

Axial Electric 
. Field , EX

- IiB[(a + 6) -  I*a  + B2)] . 
I.+ a 2

Trattsverse Electric 
Field Ey

■ cfuB[ (a + B) - Cl + B2)!*I 
I + a 2

Isentropic
Efficiency %  •

I*Ca + B) - I*2 Cl + B2) 
Ca - 6)1* + I

Load Factor K Cl + B2) I* 
(a + 6)
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The above, equations may be written IlGO]

(2.64)

(2.65)

where the bars over the electric field and current density components

denote that these are average values over the duct height or along one

period of the segmentation (whichever is applicable) and the coefficients

k , k , k are related to the resistances in equations 2.62 and 2.63. x y
The equations in Table 2.1 may then be modified by the inclusion 

of these coefficients and the electrode vdltage drop parameter ($)

(see Table 2.2). The coefficients may be evaluated using numerical 

relaxation method [119-120] or by conformal mapping [112,116-118]. The 

coefficients used in this study were obtained from the performance 

curves published by Dzung [116] which is applicable to any configura

tion of electrodes ‘and insulators in a generator operating under any 

load condition assuming homogeneity in the center.of the duct. The 

curves are shown in figure 2.7. The coefficients may then be written 

[100]
kx = 1/(1 + b v) (2.66)

ky “ I + b [(u + u ?)g + v'] - b u2/(I + b v) (2.67)

= (g - b (u - vg))/(g(l +  b v))

= V x  + % % y

V y  + % %

k (2.68)



Table 2.2. Generator Parameters With Segmentation Effects [100].

JXB
(I + <j>)I*2(k a - kg)

- . n (TUB
k + k a y X

J-E
I*(k a + kg)(I - *) - I*2 (k k + g2k2)

------ 5------- :------ -------- ^ --------  Cu B2
k + k a Y x

JX
I (k + kag) - k a (I - <{>) 

----- %----------- 1------ —  auB
k +  k . a . y x

Jy
[(I - <j>) + I (k a - kg)]

- ---------- :--------------cuB
k + k a. _ . . y X: . ̂

EX
t(kxa + kg) (I -<#>)- (kxk + g2k2)I* ]

k + k a y x

E
y

ak [(k a + k g) (I - <j0  - (k k + g2k2)I*] +  <j>x L V x  y . x y Y
2k +. k ay x

K
2 2 * (k k + PTc ) I I x y

(I - (j)) (kxa + kg)

ne

"k o o
I (kxa + kg) (I - Cj)) - I (kxky + g k ) 

(ka - kg)I* + (I - cj))

4N
VO



Awhere b = b/h

c = a/b

a - electrode width

b . - electrode pitch

h - electrode separation

and u, u ?, v, v* are. obtained from the curves shown in Figure 2.7.

The derivation of the quasi one-dimensional equations this sec

tion were based on the assumption that all the MHD duct parameters 

Co, 3, u, B) are constant along the generator length. However, the 

parameters may vary in all directions thus introducing errors in the 

results. The electrodynamic effects of non-uniformity of magnetic 

field and fluid parameters was investigated by Coney [121]. The 

assumptions he made were (a) the fluid parameters are constant over 

the cross-section of the channel and (b) the effect of finite segmenta

tion was neglected.

Coney used the relaxation method to solve the two-dimensional MHD 

duct equations with consideration of the effects of discontinuities.

The result of his investigation showed that the one-dimensional method 

was adequate for the calculation of power output, electromagnetic 

pressure gradient and the total load current in the duct away from the 

discontinuity. However the one-dimensional theory could not adequate

ly describe the potential distribution through a discontinuity, but

50
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Figure 2.7. Correction factors u,u',v,v' [116]
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the errors in the calculation of the power output and electromagnetic 

pressure over the region were not excessive.

Coney showed that for a small generator (150 MW thermal input), 

the errors obtained in the one-dimensional theory were small (±1 %) in 

the calculation of the electromagnetic pressure both near and away from 

the discontinuity. The errors in the power output calculation were 

greater; over the whole duct, the power.' output calculated was about 

3 % too high.

No study has been made as to the applicability of these results 

(or the scaling) to a large HELD generator operating under different 

magnetic field strength, pressure and temperature..

2.7 Boundary Layer Effects

The flow in the MHD generator may be divided into two parts, the 

inviscid core flow and the boundary layers in the vicinity of the duct 

walls. Several analyses have been performed to investigate this type 

of flow [38,122-123]. In reference [138-139], it was assumed that the 

viscous and thermal boundary layers have the same thickness (6),

6 (x) = a.x.Rex^ (2.69a)

In aerodynamics [124], the value of the coefficient (a) is .37, 

however in MHD generators the coefficient may be taken to be equal to 

.32 [122]. Thus

6(x) = .32« x'®(iip/fi) (2.69b)
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The effects of the boundary layer are determined by the ratios 

(S/b) and (6/h), where b and h are the cross-sectional dimensions of 

the MED generator. To show the relative effects of the boundary layer 

on two different generator sizes, a parameter y is introduced.

(6 /h ) small generator
Y = --- --------  (2.70a)

(6^/h^) large generator

Assuming a square and constant cross-section for both generators and 

a factor of (K^) in their linear dimensions, the relative effects (y) 

at the half length of both channels is equal to

Y =  K1 '2 [(UgPsZng) / Cu1P1Zn1)]'8 (2.70b)

If the velocity, the mass density and the temperature of the gas at 

the half-length of both channels have the same values, then

. Y (2.70c)

A numerical example would be appropriate. Consider an experimen

tal generator with the dimension ( . I m x  .1 m x I m ) and a large 

generator ( I m x l m x l O m . )  with the gas parameters at the half- 

length ( u = 700 mZsec; p = .35 KgZm8 ; T =  2400°K).

The boundary layer thickness for the generators are:

For the small generator 6 = i00894 m

For the large generator 6 =6 .0564 m
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and the (6/h) ratios are:

For the small generator <5/h = .0894

For the large generator 5/h = .0564
?The .ratio of the relative effects is Y =  K^* = 1.58489.

A theoretical investigation of the effects of the gas non

uniformity in the MHD channel due to the boundary layer was conducted 

by Celinski -[46]. It was assumed that (a) the gg,s dynamic and 

electrical parameters are constant in the direction of the flow,

(b) the effects of finite electrode width were neglected, (c) the 

electrical conductivity is a function of the local gas temperature 

and pressure only, (d) the channel is of constant cross-section,

(e) the applied magnetic field is constant, (f) the magnetic Reynolds 

number is very small, (g) the channel end effects were negligible 

and (h) perfect electrodes and insulators were used. Celinski used 

the method of electrical equivalent circuits [125] in the calculation. 

Only the solution to the two-dimensional problem was obtained due to 

the large computer capacity requirement of a three-dimensional model. 

The results of Celinski's study showed that (a) the. open-circuit 

voltage is.not strongly affected by the boundary layer and its magni

tude is slightly dependent on the wall temperature and independent of 

the Hall parameter, (b) The internal resistance of the generator is 

strongly increasing with the increase of the Hall parameter, especial

ly when cold walls are used. (c) The power output is strongly
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influenced by the boundary layer thickness. (d) The Ohmic losses due 

to the circulating current increase with the increase in the boundary 

layer thickness and with the decrease of the Hall parameter. (e) The 

axial current increases with the increase in the thickness of the 

boundary layer.

2.8 Scope and Limitations of the Model

The quasi one-dimensional model used in this study is based on 

the assumptions presented in section 2.3, applicable to large MHD 

generators. The heat transfer and friction terms used are discussed 

in section 2.4. It is assumed that the deposition of the slag and 

the seed on the inner walls of the channel would result in the reduc

tion of the heat transfer coefficient. The friction coefficient for 

a large MHD generator is assumed to be smaller than that of a small 

experimental generator but larger than that of the smooth tube. The 

size of the generator considered is large enough such that the overall 

effect of the boundary layer is a reduction in the power output by less 

than 10 %.

Since the calculation: of the electrical conductivity is based on 

the simplified equations (Appendix A) for the combustion products of 

carbon, hydrogen, oxygen and nitrogen and seed, the calculated conduc-. 

tivity may deviate from the actual conductivity by as much as 10 %.

The effect of the electrode voltage drop and the finite segmen

tation are considered to improve the .overall accuracy of the model.
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The non-uniformities in the end regions are neglected. However, for 

a large generator, the aspect ratio (L/D) can be chosen such that the 

power losses in the end regions are minimized. Furthermore, the 

exponential decay of the magnetic field at the end regions tend to 

reduce the eddy and circulating currents.

A single-load MHD generator is considered to avoid the multipli

city of load required by the segmented Faraday generator. The gasr- 

dynamic input conditions are chosen to represent operating conditions 

applicable to large MHD generators.



Chapter III

FORMULATION OF THE MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF THE 

MHD POWER GENERATION SYSTEM COMPONENTS

3.0 Introduction

The mathematical model of the MHD system components' are developed 

in this chapter. The components considered,are the steam bottoming 

plant, the air heater and the DC to AC converter. The description of 

the gas and the steam cycles are presented in section 3.1. The steady 

state air, gas and steam parameters are also given. The dynamic model 

for the steam plant and the air heater are formulated in section 3 .2 .

In section 3.3, the dynamic model of the DC to AC converter is 

described.

3.1 The Steam Bottoming Plant and The Air Heater

The block diagram, of the MHD-Steam power generating system 

considered in this study is shown.in Figure 3.1; The steam plant and 

the air heater are partitioned into the following sections:

(a) Water/Steam Cycle

(1) Feedwater heater

(2) Feedwater pumps

(3) Wall cooling - combustor, MHD generator and diffuser

(4) Economiser

(5) Radiant section
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Figure 3.1. MHD/Steam Electrical Power Generation System
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(6) Primary Superheater

(7) High Pressure Steam Turbine

(8) Reheater

' (9) Low Pressure Steam Turbine

(10) Condenser

(H) Extraction Pump

Air cycle

(I) Gompressidjt?

(2) Low Temperature Air Heater

(3) High Temperature Air■ Heater

As a first step towards the simulation of a complete MHD-Steam 

power generation system, a simple open-loop model of the steam plant 

and the air heater is considered. The components included in the 

model are the high temperature economizer, the low temperature air 

heater, the radiant section, the high temperature air. heater, the 

primary superheater, and the reheatef. The effect of the low temp

erature economizer, the feedwater heater, the wall cooling tubes and 

the feedwater pump dynamics were omitted because the added complexity 

would not result in any significant contribution to the model perfor

mance .

3.1.1 ' The Steam Cycle

The top steam temperature used in the heat balance calculations 

is .823°K. Supercritical pressure with single reheat is used. The
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'complete steam cycle is shown in Figure 3.2, with the corresponding 

inlet and outlet steam conditions. The steam plant design is based on 

a 2000 MW thermal input to the MHD combustion chamber.

3.1.2 The Gas Path

From the MHD duct, the combustion gas flows through the diffuser 

where efficient pressure recovery is very important. The heat loss in 

the diffuser is employed in producing steam. The gas then flows 

through the radiant section consisting of a rectangle formed by tubes 

contained in a lined cylindrical pressure vessel. Approximately 95 % 

of the heat is absorbed by the tubes through radiation and 5 % through 

convection (determined by the convection and radiation heat transfer 

coefficients and the gas temperature [74,95,127]). The next section is 

the regenerative high temperature air heater where the heat transfer 

rate is approximately 93 % by radiation and 7 % by convection. The gas 

leaving the high temperature air heater flows through the primary 

superheater where the heat transfer rate is approximately 10 % by 

radiation and 90 % by convection. However in the simplified model the 

heat transfer rate is assumed to be purely by convection. The reheater 

section is downstream of the primary superheater. The gas then flows 

through the low temperature, air heater and finally through the two 

economizers. The complete gas path is shown in figure 3.3. The impor

tant design parameters of the steam plant and the air heaters are 

shown in Appendix B.
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3.2 Formulation of the Mathematical Model of the Steam Plant and 

The Air Heater

The dynamic behavior of the steam plant and the air heater may 

be represented by non-linear, partial differential equations related 

to fluid flow and heat transfer. The solution of a set of these 

equations are difficult, thus simplifying assumptions have to be made. 

The steam plant is divided into a number of sections such that the 

properties of steam, water and the combustion gas are assumed to vary 

only in the axial direction. The properties of steam in each section 

may be represented accurately by a polynomial derived from the steam 

tables [126] using the least squares method [Appendix C]. This 

reduces the number of calculations required (by approximately 80 %) 

to obtain the necessary steam properties. Since the fluid is at 

supercritical conditions, there is no distinct.-transition from water 

to steam. The basic assumptions made in the formulation of the mathe

matical model are:

(a) Fluid flow is one-dimensional fully developed turbulent

flow.

(b) Heat transfer from the tube wall to the internal fluid may 

be expressed by the Nusselt equation [127], which applies only to 

constant flow.

(c) All gravitational and kinetic energy terms are neglected.

(d) The heat transfer along the length of the tube or along
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the length of the fluid flow is negligible.

(e) Heat, storage of the tube is concentrated at the center of 

the tube wall.

(f) Fluid properties are defined by average values over the 

cross-sectional area.

(g) The dynamics of the combustion gas are negligible.

Every section of the steam plant consists of hundreds of tubes

in parallel. Uniform distribution among the parallel flow is assumed, 

thus a single fluid flow may be used to represent the multiple flow 
path of each unit.

The film conductance of the steam is assumed to vary.with the 

.8 power of the fluid flow inside the tube and the film conductance 

on the gas side is assumed to vary as the .6 power of the gas flow 

[95]. The variation of the coefficients with temperature is neglected. 

The gas-side radiative heat transfer is represented by the Stefan- 

Boltzman law [95]. The volumes and the weights of the connecting 

pipes are considered to be lumped with their adjacent section.

The steam plant is basically a Universal-Pressure boiler [127].

It is a high capacity, high temperature, once-throiigh boiler. The 

working fluid is pumped into the unit as a liquid, flows through all 

the pressure-part heating surfaces sequentially, where it is converted 

to steam as it absorbs heat. There is no recirculation of water with

in the unit, thus a drum is not required to separate the water from
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the steam. At supercritical pressure there is no distinction between 

the water and the steam.

Since the dynamic response of the turbine-generator combination 

are much faster than that of the boiler, only the steady state

The dynamic equations for each section are based on the steam 

properties at the outlet of the section and the gas properties at the 

inlet of that section.

The mathematical model of each section described below is based 

on the governing laws of fluid dynamics (conservation of mass, conser

vation of momentum and conservation of energy ), empirical heat trans

fer relationships and the equation of state obtained from standard 

textbooks [80,95,128].

equations of the turbine are included in the model.

Conservation of mass

(3.1)

Conservation of Momentum

Conservation of Energy

-!L(Wh) + A (OP) = 13.3)
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Equation of State 

p' = fs(p,h)

T = T(p,h)

Heat Storage in the Tube Wall

9 T
q - q = A p C  -r—W g s w w w 3t

Heat Transfer from the Tube Wall to the Fluid

C irD (w /w ) g s so
.8

(T* - ?s)

(3.4)

(3.5)

(3.6)

(3:7)

■Convective Heat Transfer from the Gas Side to the Tube Wall

C ttD (w  /w  )• (T - T ) g o g go g w (3.8)

Radiative Heat Transfer from the Gas Side to the Tube Wall

, 4 4
ttD S(T - T ) o g  w (3.9)

The partial differential equations representing the fluid dynar- 

mics may be reduced to ordinary differential equations valid only for 

small disturbances about an operating point.

The fluid dynamic equations may then be reduced to:

Conservation of mass

V. — wi o (3.10)
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Conservation of Momentum

P i - P o = f w, /p.. (3.11)

Conservation of.energy

w.h. + Q 1 1  xs w h = V  — (ph)O O  Qt (3.12)

The heat transfer equations may be rewritten: 

Heat Storage in the tube wall

O8 - % WC'-T- w w dt (3.13)

Heat transfer from the Tube Wall to the Fluid

Q = constant x w " (T - T ) s s w s (3.14)

Convective heat Transfer from Gas Side to the Tube Wall

Q = constant x w * ̂ (T - T ) g g g w (3.15)

Radiative Heat Transfer from the Gas Side to the Tube Wall

, 4 . 4,Q = constant x (T - T  ) g g w (3.16)

3.2.1 The High Temperature Economizer

The feedwater leaving the wall cooling tubes (MED duct and 

combustor) flows through the. feedwater heater. The feedwater pump 

increases the water pressure from 850 psia to.supercritical pressure
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7
(2.728 x 10 Newtons/sq m). The feedwater then flows through the 

high temperature economizer. The economizer consists of 5.1 cm tubes 

arranged on a 10.4 cm square pitch.

Mass equation.

W  . - w  =ex eo v S ^ h (3.17)

Momentum Equation

^ei ^eo £s w Si zpSi (3.18)

Energy equation

wSihai - wSOhSO + 9s - Ve 3t(PsohSp) ’ (3-19)

Heat Transfer equations

■Q = W C dTQ — ,-j emge e e e dt

Q ' = constant x CO

e ex

Steam (water) properties (See Appendix C)

(3.20)

(3.21)

P = P  (P,h) ; T = T(p,h)

3.2.2 The Diffuser Nall Cooling Tubes

The water leaving the high temperature economizer is used to 

maintain the diffuser wall temperature at ISOO0Kelvin. It is assumed
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that the change in the wall temperature for a given change in the gas 

temperature would be very small, thus the metal heat balance equation 

is not included in this section. The steam flows through small tubes 

(2.635 cm OD) with adjacent tubes in contact.

Mass equation

weo Vd ftd° (3.22)

Momentum equation

- P; f J w /p d eo eo (3.23)

Energy equation

w h + eo eo w j hJdo do Vd ft(Pd°hdo) (3.24)

Heat transfer equation

8constant x w ‘ (T - T , ) do w do (3.25)

3.2.3 The Radiant Section

The radiant section is remote from the combustion chamber thus 

ensuring that no tubes can see the flame. The tubes (3.8 cm OD) are 

arranged with a tube pitch 3.8 cm, touching but not welded to adjacent 

tubes. Parallel flow is considered in this section. The equations
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Mass equation.

Momentum equation

"do - "si = Vp (3.26)

Pdo Psi fp "do/pdo (3.27)

Energy Equation

' "dohdo + %  - w Sih Si * vP f i (Pslhsl) (3.28)

Heat transfer equations

Qgp - %  ■ Vpipm . (3.29)

8Q = constant x w ! (T - T .)p si pm si (3.30)

The Primary Superheater

The steam from the radiant superheater flows through the primary 

superheater in parallel flow arrangement. The tubes are divided into 

two banks to allow soot blowing. From the primary superheater the 

steam flows to the high pressure steam turbine. The turbine transforms 

the heat of the superheated steam into work without forming moisture.

A portion of the steam leaving the turbine is used for feedwater 

heating.
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The equations are: 

Hass equation ■

w Si - W hi =

Momentum equation

vS 3 t Phl (3.31)

psi - A i  =

Energy equation

fS e SizpSi (3.32)

■ w Sih Sl + Q S - w h i \ i  - v S & ( phi\i). (3.33)

Heat transfer equations

Q - Q  =gs S a,5 Od
O- rtJ
3

I (3.34)

Q ■= constantS * eh X - V (3.35)

3.2,5 The Reheater

The steam discharged from the high pressure turbine is reheated 

before being fed to the low pressure turbine. This provides a larger 

enthalpy change in the low pressure turbine resulting in an increase 

in efficiency.

Mass equation

- wIi Vr i f U
(3.36)
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Momentum equation

^ho ^li fr V /pho

Energy equation

"hohho + Qr " "IihIi ■ Vr SicpH hIi1

Heat transfer equations

^r WrCr ^ rm
Q

Q = constant x w* ■ (T - T1 .)r Ii rm Iiy

(3.37)

(3.38)

(3.39)

(3.40)

3.2.6 The Steam Turbines

Since the dynamic response of the turbine is much faster than 

that of the boilers, only the steady state equations for these com

ponents are used. There are two turbines considered in this study, 

the high pressure turbine and the low pressure turbine. The inter

mediate pressure turbine is assumed to be lumped together with the 

low pressure turbine.

The High Pressure Turbine 

Energy equation

" h A i  - “ho\o ‘ Ph

where represents the mechanical output of the turbine. The steam
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flow rate is [128]

wM  = \  Phi7/Thi (3‘42)

where A^, the flow area is controlled by the governor valve position. 

The output to the shaft is directly proportional to the steam flow 

for small perturbations

constant x w.

The Low Pressure Turbine 

The.equations are:

(3.43)

wIihU  - wIohIo “ pI

wIi 4I

= constant x w ^

(3.44)

(3.45)

(3.46)

3.2.7 The Low Temperature Air Heater

The low temperature air heater is a metallic , recuperative 

type with a thermal duty of 200 megawatts. The air is compressed by 

a turbine driven compressor to a pressure of eight atmospheres, then 

fed to the low temperature air heater. The heater raises the air 

temperature to 838°K.
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The equations are: 

Mass equation

wac - ”al - h i  I f al
(3.47)

Momentum equation

pac - ' h i  ■ £al "ac/(,al (3.48)

Energy equation

wachac + h i  - walhal ' h i i t V i h d (3.49)

Heat transfer equations

V i  ' h i  - h i h i  ftTalm (3.50)

h i  = t:onsta,,t x hl' V l m  -

Properties of Air ( See Appendix D)

T-ai) (3.51)

Z H N S' P1 (3.52)
T = T(p,h) (3.53)

P = p/(2.870678 x IO2 x Z x T) (3.54)

3.2.8 . The High Te^pAtature Ajf 'Hester
A checker brick regenerator is proposed to heat the air from 

838°K to 1480°K. (See Figure 3.4). The dynamic response of the
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Refractory lined 
pressure vessel

2173°K
1826°K

Sectional view of the checker brick regenerator 
unit [129]

Figure 3.4.
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regenerator may be determined from the thermal equations consisting of 

partial differential equations. The thermal equations, are based on 

an equivalent circular channel of the brick [129]. (See figure _ 3.5). 

Following Chojnowski, et al* [129], the thermal equations are:

In the brick

2 ' ae
Kb? 0 = at (3.55)

In the fluid (gas or air)

qlfrR. = wC 
1 P

3T
3z (3.56.)

where q = h^(G^ T) during the air blow and

q . = h ( 9 -  
g i

T) + e(0Î
4

- T ) during the gas blow

The boundary conditions are .

t >  0, KbV0 = 0 at r = RO
K1VG = D q at r =

T (inlet) = constant

where a - width of the channel

b .- channel pitch

CL —  specific heat of the brick b
E - the radiation transfer coefficient, circular model 

h - the convective heat transfer coefficient, circular model 

- thermal conductivity of the brick, circular model
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q - rate of heat transfer per unit cross-section, circular 

model

R - fixed radius, circular model, (R^ = a/Zir ; R = b//rr) 

r - general radius, circular model 

T - fluid temperature 

t - time

W - mass flow rate of the fluid 

p - brick temperature 

0 - brick mass density

Suffixes . a - air 

g - gas 

i - inner 

0 - outer

The result of the numerical solution of these thermal equations 

and an investigation of the temperature behavior of the fluids and 

the refractory materials used (conducted by Chojnowski, et al [129]) 

are shown.in Figure 3.6. A conceptual design of the regenerator was 

also presented in reference [129]. For a 2000 MW thermal plant, the 

regenerator will consist of 12 units of which at any time 6 will be 

on gas, 3 on air, 2 on pressurization and depressurization during 

switchover and one on standby. Since the time response of the brick 

regenerator is longer compared to the metallic tubes in the steam 

plant, a steady state flow is assumed for this section.
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Figure 3.5. Model used in 
the numerical analysis [129]
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Figure 3.6. Brick regenerator matrix elements, 
temperature-time variations [129]
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3.2.9 The Gas Path

The fuel used has a low heating value such that oxygen enrichment 

is necessary to obtain high thermal efficiency. The fuel is seeded 

with potassium salt (K^CO^) to provide the necessary electrical conduc

tivity. With the air pre-heated to'1480°K and enriched with oxygen to 

produce a Nitrogen/Oxygen mole ratio of 3.0, the combustion temperature 

is approximately 2700°K at 5.5 atmospheres of pressure. The equations 

used in the calculation of the combustion temperature are shown in 

Appendix F. The combustion gas is accelerated through.a nozzle in 

order to attain a velocity of 765 meters/sec at the generator inlet.

The gas flows through the MHD generator where a portion of the kinetic 

and the thermal energy is converted to electrical energy in.the pre

sence of a constant applied magnetic field. Pressure recovery and 

velocity reduction is obtained through the diffuser. From the diffuser 

the gas flows through the steam plant and the air heaters. In the 

following equations for the gas path, the inertia and the heat capa

citance of the gas are neglected.

The heat transfer equations are:

Q = . constant x (T^ - T^ )^gP g pm

.+ constant x w* (T - T ) (3.57)g g . pm
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V h
4 4constant x (T - T1 ) +SP b

constant x w' (T - T 1)
S SP b

constant x w"^ (T , - T ) g gah sm'

constant x w*^(T - T )g gs rm

constant x w ‘ (T - T 1 ) g gr aim'

Q = constant x w*^(Tgal - T ge g

gs

gr

(3.58)

(3.59)

(3.60)

(3.61)

(3.62)

TSP T
g V ccspV (3.63)

T =gah T ' - 
SP ^gah^ 1̂gahxV (3,64)

IfCO
Hb0'

T .- gah V ec8=V (3.65)

Tgr Tgs W V (3.66)

T r = gal Tgr v w v (3.67)

T ' =ge Tgal V <C8.V (3.68)

The specific heat of the gas is dependent on the gas pressure

and gas temperature. The specific heat values shown in Appendix E 

were obtained from the gas properties calculations (Appendix A).
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The equations used in the calculation of the combustion temp

erature for a given air pre-heat temperature and pressure, oxygen 

enrichment and seeding level are shown in Appendix f.

3.3 Dynamic Model of the DC to AC Converter

The direct current (DC) produced by the,MHD generator is conver

ted to alternating current (AC) and stepped up in voltage for trans" 

mission compatible with an existing network. DC to AC power conver

sion has been successfully employed in high-voltage systems in several 

countries [130-131].,

Two types of valves have been used in these high voltage systems, 

mercury arc valves and thyristors. The state of the art has progressed 

to the point that thyristors can be used in high voltage DC systems 

[132-136],

The voltage-current characteristics of a MHD generator have been 

predicted and experimentally verified to be a straight line, from open 

circuit voltage and zero current to zero voltage and short circuit 

current (assuming that the gas dynamic parameters remain the same).

For varying load conditions, the generator may operate oh a single 

voltage-current curve and the inverter circuit would then be required 

to maintain constant -voltage as required by the transmission line. The 

DC to AC, converter would perform the following functions, (a) it must 

stabilize the system in cases of deviations in the working fluid 

parameters, (b) it must facilitate.equipment operation in change-over
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and post emergency conditions and (c) it must provide for the proper 

regulation of the MHD generator power in conjunction with the external 

grid system. Thus, the DC to AC power converter should include con

trol circuitry with the following basic features, (a) limit the fluc

tuation of the current due to the fluctuation of the alternating vol

tages, (b) limit the maximum current (in cases of abnormal conditions) 

to avoid damage to the inverter valves and other current carrying 

devices, (c) prevent commutation failures in the inverter, (d) keep 

the power factor as high as possible, (e) control the power delivered, 

(f) control the frequency and (g) reduce the harmonics.

The proposed system which includes the above features is shown 

in Figure 3.7. The control of the power delivered and the limitation 

of the fluctuation of current and maximum current are accomplished by 

the use of the tap-changer control of the transformer and the control 

of the ignition angle of the valves. To prevent commutation failure, 

constant extinction angle control may be employed. This method is 

thoroughly discussed in reference [130]. Harmonics are reduced by the 

use of harmonic filters consisting of capacitors and inductors in 

qeries or parallel. Power factor is maintained as high as possible by 

adding shunt capacitors and also by making the extinction angle as 

small as possible. Frequency control is accomplished by controlling 

the ignition angle of the inverter valves. A detailed information on 

the design of these control mechanisms can be found in reference [130]
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DC filters may be necessary to smooth the input current of the 

inverter. An inductor is connected in series with the line for this 

purpose. The inductor also acts to reduce the harmonic voltages and 

currents in the DC line by smoothing the ripples.

3.3.1 The Inverter Circuit

The inverter circuit chosen for this study is the Graetz or the 

bridge type inverter (Figure 1.4) which is the most suitable inverter 

for high voltage DC operation [57-58,130]. The steady state analysis 

of this type of inverter is well documented [57-58,130-131]. Since 

the output of the inverter is connected to an existing AC transmission 

grid, phase-controlled commutation is employed.

To meet the system voltage requirement, series connection of the 

thyristors is necessary. In the series connected thyristors, unequal 

voltage distribution exists due to the differences in their leakage 

currents [138]. It is essential to maintain uniform voltage distribu

tion under all conditions including external switching, surges and 

atmospheric disturbances. This is achieved by connecting a voltage 

equalization (resistor) and damping circuits (resistor and capacitor 

in series) across each thyristor [135]. The capacitance compensates . 

for the unequal recovery time of thyristors (see Figure 3.8).

The system current requirement can be meet by parallel operation 

of thyristors. Matched thyristors (matched static and dynamic charac
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teristics) are used [136] to ensure equal current sharing and equal 

dissipation. However under different conditions the characteristics 

of matched thyristors may vary, thus some kind of external current, 

sharing device must be-used. One scheme is to use anode resistors 

(Figure 3.9) which can be adjusted to bring about closer current 

sharing. However this method would increase the voltage drop and the 

power loss in the whole circuit. For large power systems,, current 

sharing transformers are more appropriate (Figure 3.10).

3.3.2 Formulation of the Dynamic Model

In the formulation of the dynamic model of the DC to AC-power 

converter, the following assumptions will be made:

(1) Each section of the bridge inverter can be represented by 

a single thyristor with a finite forward resistance and an infinite 

backward resistance. The capacitance effects of the thyristors are 

neglected.

(2) The effects of the voltage and current equalization circuits 

are neglected.

(3) The inverter will be operated in an open-loop condition, 

thus control circuitry is not included in the model.

(4) The transformer link to the AC transmission grid will be 

represented by an equivalent resistance and inductance in series with 

an ideal source. Tap changing in the transformer is not included.

I
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- Improves the steady 
state voltage 
distribution.

- Improves the transient 
voltage distribution.

Prevents excessive
initial discharge

Figure 3.8. Voltage equalization circuit

Figure 3.9. Current equalization circuit
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Figure 3.10. Current-sharing transformer
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(5) A DC reactor is connected in series with the MHD generator 

in addition to the line resistance and line inductance.

(6) The effects of harmonics are neglected.

3.3.3 Inverter Operation

The inverter operation consists of consecutive processes, each 

process starts with the firing and commutation periods followed by a 

period in which two valves in series carry the full current. The 

process is completed by the firing of the next valve. At any given 

time the inverter is either in a commutating or non-commutating state.

To aid in the study of each process, each valve may be rep

resented by the number of the process in which it .fires (I + 6m), where 

m is an integer ijnSs 0). Thus yalve I will fire and conduct the direct 

current in processes I, 7, 13, etc. The two consecutive processes 

(commutating and non-commutating) are illustrated in figure 3.11.

■A simplified equivalent circuit of the processes I and 2 may 

be obtained by removing the non-conducting valves and replacing the 

transformer by its equivalent circuit. The similarity between proces

ses I and 2 (Figure.3.12a,b,c) makes it possible to represent each 

process by the single'circuit of Figure 3.13. At the start of the 

commutation, the current (i) increases from zero until it is equal to 

current at the end of the commutation state. When commutation is. 

completed, the valve (n - 2) ceases to conduct, thus the current (i) is
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.11.
a) Process I: Commutating 

from valve 5 to valve I.
b) Process 2: Commutating 

from valve 6 to valve 2
d) Voltage waveform

(c)
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—  —  -> i

Figure 3.12. Equivalent Circuits of figure 3.11

(a) Equivalent of figure 3.11a
(b) Equivalent of figure 3.11b
(c) Modification of (b) to the same

form as (a)
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equal to the current (I^).

The time varying voltages e , et. , e are different for each ■ 6 an’ bn cn
process. The current I , I , and I are expressed in terms of. theK X B
generator current (Ij) and the commutating current (i) (see Table 3.1). 

Since the transformer has a leakage inductance, the transfer of current 

from one phase to another requires a finite time (commutation time).

The angle corresponding to the commutation time is referred to as the 

commutation.or the overlap angle. The effect of the finite commutation 

time on the DC voltage waveshape is shown in Figure 3.14.

The two possible operating conditions of the inverter at any time 

are the commutating and the non^commutating states. The differential 

equations representing the behavior of the inverter may then be written 

(see Figure 3.13b):

Commutating State ■

From loop ABCFED

V  -' V Ka + 2R) + V - (e +an V / 2

+ IR + . 
I > + 0 (3.69)

From loop BCHGB

e — e —an cn 2iR + HdR - 2V

+ #  ' 0 13.70)



Table 3.1. Transformer alternating phase voltages corresponding
’ to each process number and alternating line currents 
in terms of the direct current and the commutating 
current

I + 6m 2 +  6m 3. 6m 4 + 6m 5 + 6m 6 + 6m .

ean eRN "eBN 6YN -eRN 6BN -eYN

6bn eBN -eYfI 6RN -eBN eYN "eRfJ

ecn eYN. _eRN eBN -eYN 6RN -6BN

1R i ^ d  - "d-1 -i . "Id - U d D  -

 ̂ 1Y ' ■ - V ■ -Cid- D i Id : V 1 . -i

. 1B ; 1U-1 ~i ■ _Id " cV ij i h  ; ■
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Non-commutating State

V-, + e, e + IR cn V Rd + 2K>

+ # (Id + 2L>ftd .

di
at

(3.71)

(3.72)

i (3.73)
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n-2

(a) Equivalent circuit

MHD Generator

(b) Generalized circuit

ean

. e bn

ecn

ean

ebn

ecn

Figure 3.13. Inverter generalized equivalent circuit.
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-u ->

Figure 3.14. Inverter Voltage Waveshape

a - delay angle 
u - overlap angle



Chapter IV

COMPUTER IMPLEMENTATION OF THE SYSTEM MATHEMATICAL MODEL

4.1 The MHD Generator and Diffuser

■ The behavior of the MHD generator and diffuser is characterized 

by a set of partial differential equations and a set of algebraic 

equations defined in chapter II. The motion of the fluid in the 

MHD channel is often characterized by discontinuities of the fluid 

parameters or its derivatives even if the flow is smooth in the begin

ning [141]. The different types of discontinuities are contact dis

continuity ( mass density and energy are discontinuous but pressure 

and velocity are continuous), a shock ( where mass density, energy, 

pressure and velocity are all discontinuous), and a rarefaction (only 

certain derivatives are discontinuous).

Several methods are available to solve the time-dependent MHD 

equations in which shock may occur. A method which is applicable only 

to shock-free MHD flow may be used in conjunction with shock-patching 

methods. The shock is maintained as a discontinuity and the Rankine- 

Hugoniot relations [144] are applied across the discontinuity. This 

is applicable only in one-dimensional problems; utilizing the Eulerian 

variables [75]. ' Another method involves the changing of the numerical 

procedures to. continue the integration through the discontinuity. The 

procedure may be a polynomial Curve-fitting technique and a fine mesh
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near the shock [145]. Several shock patching methods are described in 

references [75,143].

A most suitable method would be one that allows the formation 

of a shock in the MHD flow and also allows the numerical calculation

requiring the detection of the shock. The most widely used method is 

the Lax-Wendfoff method [146—147] and its modified forms [75,141].

discussed in reference [143].

In this study, the MHD equations were solved by employing the 

two-step Lax Wendroff method. This method based oh the system of 

conservation equations (mass density, momentum density and energy 

density as dependent variables) enables one to integrate across the 

discontinuity. If the method is applied to non-conservative equations 

(mass density, velocity and temperature as dependent variables), signi

ficant errors will occur in crossing the shock wave [147]. However, 

an accurate solution may be obtained over the region outside the shock 

and even in the presence of a rarefaction wave.

4.11 Derivation of the Conservation Equations

The MHD equations are ( from section 2.3)

to proceed without using any special treatment of the shock or even

Several modifications of the original Lax-Wendroff method are also

9p
3t O (2.27).
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3u
at + 9u

p" a ;  = ' S + (JB)x - F.

Bh + 3u ' 9h. , ' 2 9u
■ +at

LDC
L p" a ^  + p" a ^

JE - G

(2.28)

(2.29)
(2.29)

The above equations have to be converted to the conservation 

law form, in which the dependent variables are the mass density, the 

momentum density and the internal stagnation energy density. The 

conservation equations are:

Conservation of Mass density

9p
at + i 0

Conservation of Momentum density

(4.1)

!“  + l ^ / P  + p) + F - (JB)x +

(m2/pA) - ^ = O  (4.2)

Conservation of Stagnation Internal Energy density

ltEs + l l Cm(Es + P)/P] + G " ' JE

+ [m(Eg + p)/pA) = 0 (4.3)
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m = PU

E = p(. e +S

e = h - p/p

The conservation equations are of the form

f  + " f CD)-  « » - - o (4.4)

The two-step Lax Wendroff method presented in reference [75] is 

for fluids which are non-viscous and thermally non-conducting 

characterized by the form ■

3U
3t + 9F

3jc O (4.5)

Since the MHD equations include viscous friction, heat loss to 

the walls and power extraction, a modified two-step Lax Wendroff 

method will be used. In this method the values of U (the dependent 

variables defined in equation 4.4) are computed for. temporary points 

at half-time and half-space increments, (n + ^/2, j ± 1Z2) in the 

first step of calculation. The second step is then employed to deter

mine the value of U at the filial point ( n + I, j ). The finite 

difference calculation procedure for equation 4.4 is as follows:
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Step One

n + lIz 
J
j + 1Z2

—  ( FnAx  ̂ j + I

4  ( Gj + I + G1 >
(4,5)

n + 1Z;
J
J -  1Z,

C <  + Un )Z2 - —  ( FnJ “ I . J x j

Step Two
i  (Gj - , + Gj ) (4.6)

Tn + I AAt C F
n + 1Z2
j + 1Z2

n + 1Z2
F i , ^j + 1/2

( G
n + 1Z; 
j + 1Z;

n + 1Z2.
G )
J - 1Z2

(4.7)

The stability limitation is given by the Courant, Freidrick and 

Lewy Stability criterion [142]

( M  + a ) ^  ^  I (4.8)

whi.ch. means that the sound wave cannot travel more than one cell 

length in one time increment. This stability condition is often 

comparable to an elaborate matrix stability analysis [143].
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4.2 The Steam Bottoming Plant and the Air Heater

The behavior of the steam plant and the air heaters are charac

terized by a set of ordinary differential equations of the form

S  ' +. F(U) = 0 (4.9)dt

and a set of algebraic equations. There are several numerical methods 

that can be used in solving a system of first order differential 

equations. The choice of the method to be used is based on many fac

tors such as:

(I) The accuracy required. The error in the solution depends 

on the error incurred at each step of the integration and the propa

gation of the error in later steps. (2) The speed of which the com

putation will be performed. (3) The ease with which the estimation 

of the errors at each step may be made. (4) The ease with which a 

method can be programmed for a computer solution and the availability 

of the computer program.

The various numerical procedures are roughly classified into 

two groups, the one-step method and the multi-step method [148], 

employing either the direct or indirect use of Taylor's expansion 

series of the solution function. The single step method uses only 

the results obtained for ( t ) in the approximation of the value at 

( t ^ ). In the multi-step method the results obtained for
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( , ... , _ p ) a^e required, the number p being

dependent on the formula utilized. There are many- methods in both 

categories [148-150] but the most commonly used methods are the Runge- 

Kutta (single.step) and the Predictor-corrector (multi-step) methods. 

[151].

The characteristics of these two methods are:

(a) Runge-Kutta method

(I) They are self-starting, (2) they require several evalua

tions of the function and are therefore time consuming ( a fourth 

order requires four evaluations of the function), (3) being self

starting, they permit an easy change in the step size, (4) they pro

vide no easily obtainable information about the truncation error.

(b) Predictor-corrector method

(I). They are not self-starting hence requires a method such 

as the Runge-Kutta method for starting, (2) since they require infor

mation about prior points for repeated evaluation of the function, 

they are more efficient, (3) a change in the step size requires a • 

temporary reversion to a Runge-Kutta method, (4) a good estimate of 

the truncation error is available out of the computational algorithm..

A more complete and useful method would be a combination of the 

Runge-Kutta ( to start the computation) and the predictor-corrector 

method ( to evaluate succeeding values of the function ). However,
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the complexity of the program involving both methods makes it imper

ative to use the single-step method. Furthermore, the Runge-Kutta 

method is comparable in accuracy, often more accurate than corres

ponding order predictor-corrector method althougj it requires twice 

as much calculation time. Because of the difficulty of estimating 

the per step error, the step size may be chosen conservatively 

(smaller than is actually necessary) to achieve the desired accuracy.

A fourth order Runge-Kutta algorithm was used with the step size 

varied according to the accuracy required. A derivation of this 

algorithm may be found in reference [148-150].

The set of ordinary first order differential equations is 

expressed in explicit form

dX f(y,t) (4.10)dt

The fourth order Runge-Kutta calculation procedures is

where = f (t^, y^)

+ h.
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= f(tj, + h, y± + hkg) 

where h is the step size..

Since the error will not he calculated in the Runge-Kutta 

method, the differential equations are solved using different step 

sizes and the behavior of the solution is observed with regards to 

stability and convergence. To reduce the round-off errors, double 

precision arithmetic is employed.

4.3 The DC to AC Power Converter

The mathematical model representing the DC to AC power conver

sion circuit consists of differential, algebraic and.boolean equations 

(equations 3.69 - 3.73). The two sets of differential equations 

represent two different states of operation, namely the commutating 

and the non-commutating states. The discontinuity occurs by virtue 

of the valve changing its conducting state.

The computer flow diagram employed in solving the set of 

differential equations with discontinuities is shown in Figure 4.1.

The differential equations are solved using the fourth order Runge- 

Kutta method (similar to that used for the steam plant). This 

method is suitable for equations which contain discontinuities' 

because each step is computed independently. Computation is done up 

to the point of discontinuity and then restarted from the disconti-
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4.4 Computer Program to Simulate the Mathematical Kodel

The computer program used to simulate the quasi-one dimensional 

MHD equations is shown in Appendix G. The. author used the computer 

program (Runge-Kutta algorithm) developed by Dr. R. M. Johnson to 

simulate the behavior of the steam plant the air heater and the DC to 

AC power converter. This program is- on file in the Computer Center 

system library.

nulty with appropriate changes in the system differential equations.
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Figure 4.1. Computer Program Flow Diagram - DC to AC Power 
Conversion Circuit



Ctiapter V

RESULTS OF THE COMPUTER SIMULATION

5.0 Introduction

The mathematical model of the MHD system components were imple

mented by the use of the Fortran IV programming language. All the 

arithmetic operations were performed in double precision to minimize 

truncation errors. The results of the simulation of the time-dependent 

flow in the MHD channel and the simulation of the dynamic behavior of 

the steam bottoming plant are presented in this chapter.

5.1 Steady State Flow in the MHD Generator

A magnetohydrodynamic.generator and diffuser was designed using 

the non-conservative, quasi one-dimensional steady state MHD equations. 

The flow section of the MHD channel is shown in Figure 5.1. The MHD 

generator is segmented and diagonally connected with a single external 

load resistance. There is no regulation system connected to the- 

external circuit. However, the load resistance may be varied to obtain 

the transient response of the generator. The MHD generator design 

parameters are shown in Table 5.1.

The steady state performance of the MHD generator under three 

different load current conditions were obtained and the results are 

shown in Figures 5.2 to 5.6. The voltage-current characteristic of 

the generator is shown in Figure 5.2.



1.28 m
2.62 m 3.82 m

MHD GENERATOR DIFFUSER

Figure 5.1. Diagram of the flow section of the channel
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Table 5.1. MHD Generator Design parameters

(I) Geometry

Electrode pitch - 4 cm 

Electrode width. — 3 cm • 

Insulator (gap) width - I cm 

Cross-connection parameter - 1.28

Channel cross-section,

Channel length 

No. of Electrodes

(2) ' Gas Dynamic Variables 

Pressure, Inlet 

Exit

Gas Temperature, Inlet 

Exit

Gas Velocity, Inlet 

' Exit

Mach number, Inlet 

Exit

Wall Temperature

Inlet — 1.644 m

Exit - 6.859 m

- 12 m

- 300

— 3.98 atmospheres

- .987 atmospheres

- 2590°Kelvin

- 2300°Kelvin

- 765 meters/sec

- 625 meters/sec

- .776

- .672

1300°Kelvin



H O

Table 5.1. MHD Generator Design Parameters (continuation)

(3) Combustion conditions

Working Fluid - Combustion products of sub-bituminous coal

oxygen enriched air and potassium seed 

' Seed - .5 % potassium (mole fraction)

Combustion temperature 

Combustion pressure 

Air pre-heat temperature 

Mass flow rate , air

coal

oxygen

seed

2700 Kelvin 

6. atmospheres 

1480°kelvin 

580 Kg/sec 

72.8 Kg/sec

17.3 Kg/sec .

7.3 Kg/sec

(4) Electrical parameters

Electrical conductivity, Inlet

Exit

Magnetic field 

Load current 

Terminal voltage 

Open-circuit Voltage 

Maximum current density,

jX
Maximum Hall field 

Voltage drop parameter

6.1 mho/meter 

3.34 mho/meter 

6 Tesla 

16000 amperes 

29,570 volts 

65,625 volts 

10800 amperes/sq m 

4700 amperes/sq m 

2870 volts/meter

.007
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VOLTAGE 
('volts’ 
60000 _

40000 _

20000 -

10000 20000
CURRENT (amperes)

30000 40000

Voltage-current characteristic of the MHD 
Generator

Figure 5.2.



T (normalized)

1.00

amperes

(b) I. IOOCO

(c) I. 16000 amperes

Channel distance (meters)

Figure 5.3. Variation of Temperature (normalized) with channel distance for 
three different load current conditions.
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O 
C (normalized)

5000 amperes 
JL0000 amperes
16000 amperes

- IiACHJ

Channel distance

Figure 5.4. Variation of Gas Velocity with Channel distance for three 
different load current conditions.
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P,6

20000

15000

10000

5000

12 m
Channel distance

Variation of pressure (atmosphere), current density (amperes 
per sq meter), and Hall parameter with channel distance. 
Load current = 5000 amperes

Figure 5.5.
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10000

5000

Channel distance (meters)

Variation of pressure (atmosphere), current density (amperes 
per sq meter) and Hall parameter with channel distance. 
Load current = 10000 amperes.

Figure 5.6.
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At a load current of 5000 amperes, a compression shock occurred 

at approximately five meters (x = 5m )  from the generator inlet. The 

result was a sudden increase in the gas pressure and temperature and a 

decrease in the gas velocity. The power output dropped to 38 % of the 

designed power output ( 473 MW at 16000 amperes ).

At a load current of 10000 amperes, power is generated for the 

first 7.4 meters of the channel. Beyond 7.4 meters, the gas flow is 

accelerated.• The gas velocity exceeded Hach one (I) at the generator 

exit, thus further acceleration of the gas flow occurred in the sub

sonic diffuser.

5.2 Time-dependent Flow in the HHD Channel

The behavior of the HHD generator and diffuser was simulated 

using the model described in chapter II. It was assumed that the gas 

enters the HHD channel from a large reservoir and is discharged from 

the diffuser into a large volume (such as the radiant section of the 

steam plant). Thus, the initial and boundary conditions (the stag

nation parameters) may be considered fixed.

The HHD equations are in conservation form (equations 4.1 to

4.3)

9U SF(U)
St Sx + G(U) 0 (5.1)

An initial condition (t = 0) is assumed, such that a.steady
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state flow exists with a known distribution of the gas dynamic, thermo

dynamic and electrical parameters:

p' = p(x); m = m(x) ; E ' = E  (x)s s (5.2)

F = F W ; G = G (x) ■ (5.3)

JX Jt(X); J =y Jy(X) (5.4a)

E =X • Ex (x); E =y Ey(X) ■ (5.4b)

The distribution was obtained from the numerical solution of a 

system of differential equations describing the steady state flow of 

the working.fluid in the MHD channel. This set of parameters was then 

introduced as initial conditions for the system of conservative time- 

dependent MHD flow equations. The MHD time-dependent flow equations 

were simulated for seven (7) milliseconds and the resulting gasdynamic 

parameters (Figure 5.7 to 5.9) were used as initial conditions for .the 

succeeding calculations.

The initial and boundary'conditions for the system of equations 

(equations 4.1 to 4.3) are

Po = Pio = constantj if x = O (5.5)

E = ESO SlO ■ constant, if x = O (5.6)



10000H

7500 -j

5000 H

1000 2500 H

V/m Amp/m'

Figure 5.7. Steady State Electrical Parameters
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Steady State Electrical ParametersFigure 5.8.
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(atm) (m/sec) (0K)

750 2600
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2400"

2300'

550 2200
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Figure 5.9. Steady State Gas Dynamic Parameters
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p- = = constant. If x = 16 meters

where p^ ,  Eg Q̂ , and p^ are the corresponding stagnation 

of the working fluid.

(5.7)

parameters

5.2.1 Transient Response of the MHD Generator :----------- --:-------------- ;---:-------
A pure resistance was connected across the terminals of the MHD 

generator such that the operating current is equal to 16000 amperes. 

The transient response of the generator was obtained by changing the 

load resistance (instantaneously) to approximately 52 % of the steady 

state load resistance. The response of the generator to this step 

change in the load resistance is shown in Figures 5.10 to 5.12. In 

Figure 5.10 the variation of the terminal voltage and load current 

(normalized with the values at t = 0), and. the generator internal 

resistance with time are plotted. The terminal voltage and the load 

current reached their steady state values in approximately 16 milli

seconds. However, the generator internal resistance required more 

time to stabilize (approximately 24 milliseconds). The variations of 

the generator electrical and gasdynamic parameters (at t = 23.2 milli

seconds) are shown in Figures 5.11 to 5.12. The increase (+52 %) in 

the load resistance caused the generator terminal voltage to increase 

(+ 18.9 %), the load current to decrease (-22%) and the power output 

to decrease (7.23 %). A portion of the internal energy of the working
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V T (ohms)
dc’ L

1.2 _

1.1 -

1.0 -

generator internal
resistance

load current
0.9 -

terminal voltage

0.8 -

20 msec

Figure 5.10a. Response of the MHD Generator to a + 52 % step
change in the load resistance (V, and I are 
normalized with the values at t =C0).
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1.2 - load current

terminal voltage

1.1 -

Figure 5.10b. Response of the MHD Generator to a + 52 % step
change in the load resistance (V, and I are 
normalized with the values at t =C0). 
(Expanded time scale)
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Gasdynamic parameters at I = 16000 (t=0) and 
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Figure 5,11.
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Variation of Ex and Jy with channel distance and time.Figure 5.12.
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fluid, was converted to kinetic energy as indicated by the decrease in 

the gas.temperature and an increase in the gas velocity.

5.2.2 MHD Generator Coupled to a DC to AC Power Converter

The operating conditions of the MHD generator (completely 

described in Table 5.1) are:

Load current (I ) - 16000 amperes

Terminal voltage (V^c) - . 29568 volts

Internal resistance (R)- 2.25 ohms

Power output (P) - 472 megawatts

The DC to AC converter designed for this generator (not optimized) 

has the following parameters:

■ Transformer line voltage 

Inverter, ignition delay angle - 

Overlap angle

■ Commutating inductance 

Transformer resistance

The rate of change of the load current is largely determined by

the inductance of the.series inductor and the internal resistance of

the MHD generator (L^/Ih). The minimum commutating time constant is

governed mainly by the (di/dt) capability of the thyristors which is 
8approximately'10 amperes/second.. Ripples in the current require 

smoothing by the use of harmonic filters so that the AC output is

27000 volts

138°

13.5°

.4 millihenry 

.03 ohm
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approximately a sine wave.

No attempt was made to simulate the MHD generator coupled to a 

DC to AC converter. It is suggested that more information should he 

obtained from the simulation of the complete MHD channel (nozzle, 

generator and diffuser). This study considered only the generator and 

the diffuser portion bf the channeli

5.2.3 Dynamic Response of the Diffuser

The diffuser was designed to reduce the velocity of the gas 

leaving the MHD generator and for efficient pressure recovery. The 

pressure of the gas at the diffuser exit should be high enough to 

provide a positive pressure between the steam plant inlet (gas side)

and the atmosphere. Under steady state condition, the pressure at the

generator exit is equal to .987 atmosphere. At the diffuser exit, the 

pressure increased to 1.28 atmospheres which is sufficient to take care 

of the pressure drop in the steam plant and the air heaters.

A +52 % step change in the generator load resistance resulted in 

a generator exit pressure of .95 atmosphere and a diffuser exit pres

sure of 1.24 atmospheres. The variation of the gas velocity and gas 

temperature in the diffuser are shown in figure 5.13. A large reduc

tion in the power output (decrease in the load current) of the generator 

may cause a large drop in the generator exit pressure (see Figure 5.6).



1 2 8

AT u
40°K

20

0
4 meters

Ca) t

40

20

0
4 meters

(b) t = 23.2 milliseconds

Figure 5.13, Variation of the gas velocity (normalized) 
and the gas temperature (AT) with the 
channel distance in the diffuser and time.
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Under this condition a longer diffser is necessary. The diffuser 

should be designed to take care of this abnormal condition otherwise 

a draft fan is necessary to suck the gas out to the atmosphere.

5.3 Dynamic Response of the Steam Plant

The dynamic model of the steam plant includes four sections, the 

high temperature economizer, the radiant section, the primary super

heater and the reheater. No effort was done to subdivide each section 

into a number of sub-sections (to obtain a more accurate result).

Since the steam plant is in its conceptual stage, no. comparison can be 

made with an existing system. The steady state design parameters of 

the steam plant are shown in Table 5.2. A complete listing of the 

steam plant design parameters is given in Appendix B. ■

The steam plant was simulated to determine its response to a 

variation in the input parameters (such as the combustion gas mass 

flow rate and temperature, and the mass flow rate of the steam or feed- 

water) . The design parameters were based on the steady state operating 

conditions of a steam plant for a 2000 megawatt thermal input to the 

MHD system.

The state of the gas (temperature and pressure) entering the 

steam plant is determined by the operating conditions of the MHD 

generator and diffuser. The variations in the power output of the MHD
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Table 5.2. Steady State Design Parameters of
the Steam Plant 

Gas Temperature , Inlet 

Exit

Water/Steam Temperature, Inlet

Exit

Steam Pressure, High Pressure 
Turbine

Lovr Prfessure 
Turbine

Steam Flow Rate, Primary cycle 

Reheat cycle

Pow&r Output

Air Compressor Power Requirement

- 2358°K ' . .

420°K

- . 306°K

- 822°K (primary cycle) 

823°K (reheat cycle)

- 2.409 x IO7 N/sq m , In 

4.13 x IO^ N/sq m , Out

3.786 x 10^ N/sq m , In 

5.08 x 10^ N/sq m , Out

- 404 Kg/sec

- ■ 387 Kg/sec

587 megawatts 

152.5 megawatts
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will cause a corresponding variations in the dynamic and thermodynamic 

parameters of the gas. A reduction in the power output of the MHD 

generator ( with no reduction in the mass flow rate) may be large 

enough to produce a large increase in the velocity of the gas (see 

Figure 5.3-5.6). If supersonic speed is reached before the gas enters 

the diffuser, the subsonic diffuser will act as a nozzle, thereby 

accelerating further the gas flow. A shock may also occur, which is 

characterized by the sudden drop in the gas. velocity and the sudden 

increase in the gas pressure and temperature (figure 5.3-5.6).

The variation of the gas temperature, pressure and velocity 

greatly affects the performance of the steam plant. Over-exposure to

adverse temperature, temperature gradient and gas velocity may cause 

failure or erosion of the metallic parts or even a reduction in the 

clearance between tubes. It is therefore necessary to obtain the 

transient response of the steam plant components to the variations in 

the gas flow parameters.

5.3.1 Results of the Simulation - Steam plant .

An open-loop transient response was obtained for a step change 

in the combustion gas temperature entering the steam plant with the 

steam flow rate fixed. The variation of the metal temperature of the 

radiant section, superheater and reheater to a +5 % step change in the 

gas temperature and to a +5 % step change in the gas mass flow rate
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are shown in Figures 5.14 to 5.16. The variation of the throttle 

pressure and temperature are also shown. In Figure 5.14, a + 5 % 

step change in the combustion gas temperature at the inlet of the 

radiant section produces a 24°K (3.3 %) increase in the metal temp

erature of the radiant section . The time constant for this section 

is approximately 60 seconds. The metal temperature of the primary 

superheater increased by 12°K (1.4 %) with a time constant of approx

imately 220 seconds. For the reheater metal, the temperature in

creased by 3°K (.35 %) with a time constant of approximately.260 

seconds. The throttle temperature increased by 13°K with a time 

constant of approximately 150 seconds and the throttle pressure 

dropped by 2.5 % (time constant, of approximately 90 seconds).

A + 5 % step change in the gas mass flow rate produced a very

small increase in the radiant section metal temperature (less than

1°K). The effect on the superheater metal temperature is comparable

with that of the + 5 % step change in the gas temperature. However,

the effect oh the reheater metal temperature is three times as much.

The throttle temperature (high pressure turbine) increased by 9°K 
ocompared to 13 K for a + 5 % step change in the gas temperature, while 

a very small decrease in the throttle pressure was noted (.15 %).

To prevent excessive increase in the metal temperature, the 

steam flow rate was increased and at the same time the governor valve 

opening was increased•to produce more power. Ignoring the transit
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20 uK-

10 uK-

rm
time

(seconds)

Figure 5.14. Open-loop response of the steam plant to a +5 %
step change in the combustion gas temperature 
at the inlet of the Radiant section.
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300 sec

Figure 5.15.. Response of the steam plant to a
(I) +5 % step change in the 
combustion gas temperature and to 
a (2) +5 % step change in the gas 
mass flow rate.
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Figure 5.16. Open-loop response of the steam plant to
a +5 % step change in (I) the 
combustion gas temperature and (2) the 
combustion gas mass flow rate.
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time of the water/steam through the plant, the response of the steam 

plant to a + 5 % step change in the gas combustion temperature, a + 5 % 

step change•in the steam mass flow rate and a 5 % step change in the 

governor valve opening was obtained. The results are shown in figures 

5.17 to 5.18., The radiant section metal temperature increased by 20°K 

(time constant of approximately 80 seconds). The increase in the 

superheater metal temperature is 3°K ( approximately 1800 seconds time 

constant).

The steam plant can safely accomodate small variations of the 

gas temperature and mass flow rate for long periods of time by varying 

the feedwater flow rate. The large variations in the gas temperature 

for a short period of time (less than the time constant of the steam 

plant metal components) can also be safely handled. However, a very 

large increase for a longer period of time may be detrimental to the 

metal parts of the plant. Thus, it is important that the MHD generator 

should not be operated with low power output over a long period of 

time unless there is a corresponding decrease in the gas mass flow

rate.
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Figure 5.17. Response of the Steam Plant to a + 5 % 
Step Change in the Combustion Gas 
Temperature, the Steam Mass Flow Rate 
and the Governor Valve Opening
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Figure 5.18. Response of the steam plant to a +5 % 
step change in the combustion gas 
temperature, the steam mass flow rate, 
and the governor valve opening.



Chapter VI

SUMMARY AM) SUGGESTED FUTURE RESEARCH

6.0 Introduction

This chapter summarizes the results obtained and describes the 

conclusions drawn from the research study conducted. The significance 

of the findings is discussed, and the possible extensions of the 

research work are mentioned.

6.1 Summary and Conclusions

The problem of time-dependent MUD flow is of considerable in

terest because of the prospect of the development of MHD electrical 

power generation. The understanding of the transient and the steady 

state behavior of the system components is necessary in the design of 

the control mechanism for the system.

The mathematical model of the system was developed applicable to 

large power generation systems. The flow of a real gas (combustion 

products of coal, air, oxygen and seed) at subsonic conditions (ty

pical for large systems) was considered. Only the open-loop operation 

was considered, thus the operation of the various control mechanisms 

were not included in the model.

The dynamic response of the MHD generator to load changes was 

obtained. The fast response of the MHD generator to load changes and
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and the linear voltage-current characteristic (over a limited region) 

make it compatible with a DC to AC power converter. The rate of 

change of the load current can be limited by the series inductor. 

However, further investigation is required especially in the simulation 

of the MHD generator coupled to a DC to AC converter. Since the rate 

of change of the generator internal resistance is smaller than the 

rate of change of the load current and the load voltage (for pure 

resistance load), it is important to determine the effect of the 

generator internal resistance on the rate of change of the load 

current if the generator is coupled to a DC to AC converter. Likewise, 

it is important to determine the correlation between the rate of change 

of the generator internal resistance and the changes in the mass flow 

rate of the working fluid.

The power output of the MHD generator should be maintained.such 

that the velocity of the gas at the generator exit does not exceed the 

velocity of sound. A large increase in the velocity at the generator 

exit also results in the decrease of the gas temperature, thus a 

possible decrease in the steam plant efficiency is obtained. It is 

also important to maintain a certain level of diffuser exit pressure 

to ensure a positive pressure between the steam plant inlet and exit 

(gas side).

Only the dynamic response of the steam plant to changes in the
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input conditions C gas. temperature, gas mass jElow rate, steam flow 

rate and governor yalye area) was considered in this study. It was 

shown that certain variations in the gas parameters, at the inlet of 

the steam plant caused adverse effects on the. physical component of the 

plant. Large variations of these parameters must be avoided to prevent 

plant failure. The variation of the power drawn from the MHD system 

should be a proportional change in both the steam -plant and the MHD 

generator to avoid adverse effects including a large drop in system 

efficiency.

The simulation of the MHD generator and diffuser required large 

storage and computation time. The calculation of one time step re

quired 4.8 milliseconds. Thus 80 minutes of computer time was required
5

to simulate 20 milliseconds of real time, a ratio of 2.4 x 10 . The 

core storage required was 15000 words. Inclusion of the nozzle in the 

model would increase the core storage and the computation time by as 

much as 25 - 30 %.

It is uneconomical and impractical to simulate the MHD generator 

coupled with the steam plant because the time response of the steam 

plant components is of the order 10^ larger than the time response of 

the MHD generator.

A more accurate results ( in the gas dynamic and electrical 

parameters) can be obtained if the complete MHD channel (nozzle.
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generator and diffuser) is simulated. Further investigation is needed 

in the design of the channel especially in matching the nozzle with 

the generator and the generator with the diffuser to avoid disconti

nuity in the gas parameters.

6.2 Suggestions for Future Research

The following areas appear to be fruitful for future work:

(1) A computer simulation of the MHD channel which includes the 

nozzle, the generator and the diffuser. The dynamic response to varia

tions in the input and output conditions should be investigated.

(2) The possibility of using hybrid computation technique in the 

simulation of the time-dependent flow in the MHD channel.

(3) A study of the different numerical techniques specifically for 

MHD electrical power generation (explicit or implicit methods).

(4) A simulation of the MHD generator coupled to a DC to AC converter 

operating under normal and abnormal conditions.

(5) . A simulation of the complete MHD system in which the generator 

is coupled to a DC. to AC converter with the converter coupled to the 

steam plant turbine-generator. The complete system may be coupled 

to a power transmission grid.

(6) A more accurate modelling and simulation of the steam plant by 

subdividing each component into several sections.
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APPENDIX A

THERMODYNAMIC AND ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES 

OF THE WORKING FLUID

The calculation of the thermodynamic and electrical properties 

of the working fluid (coal, air and alkali seed ) was based on the 

chemical equilibrium equation for carbon, oxygen, nitrogen and 

hydrogen mixtures [100]. Since the effect of the minor constituents 

of the working fluid have not been fully investigated, simplified 

equations were used in this study. The units used are in International 

Units (SI).

The specific enthalpy of the combustion gas is given by 

h<T'^ " I (8S +^'4)* ^ 3 2  + 28* 1 '< ?[ 2 + 2(7 - 46 H  +

9 Tv
7iJ» + 5Y + 3U ] + [ ~  3 [4 +■ (2 - 3S )* +

ip - 3Y - U ] + (117 + 30? ) ( Y +<j) - I) x IO3) +

135*?«U x IO3 for <j> >  I
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h(T,p) = [ ---- 4-°18-7 — -1Q----- ] T [7 + (9 - SE )* +
(85 + 4)<|) + 32 + 28*

' 2 Ttr7* + 5Y + 3U ] + [ T^ -T- ] [I + (5- 35 )* +

■ * - 3Y - U ] + (117 + 305 ). ( Y + * - I) x IO3 +

135.5.U x IO3 . } ; for * c  I

where 5 = 46 /(I + 46 )

Tv = (3000 - 20005 + 300* )/(l - .55 +.'.09* )

6 - carbon to hydrogen ratio of the fuel

* - nitrogen to oxygen mole ratio of the combustion gas

* - fuel mixture ratio ( actual fuel.to oxygen ratio/

stoichiometric fuel to oxygen ratio)

The extra number of molecules " due to the dissociation of the 

triatomic molecules into diatomic molecules is

X [I + (I - *)/X + (.36(ri -* ]/X)2 I 
[I + .36(1 -* )/X]

[I + .64(* - I)/X + .3([* - 1]/X)2 ]

for. * <  I

for * S  I
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The extra number of molecules due to the dissociation of the 

diatomic molecules into monatomic molecules is .

(I - 2.C.X) (2 - C'+ 0)
[4.X 1K1 -K2.p (.985 x IO5)]

where X = Y for 0 = 1

V — A [3(2 - C + 0) + A.C(5 - 2C + 20 )I
3(1 + 2.A.C ) (2 - C + 0) + 2.A2 .C2 (5

for 0 §  I

and A =

K1 "

I — ------ ]1 / 3 ' ■
4.K12.p(.987 x IO5)

.39 x TO-* eC-.3E + 34000/T)

H .14 x !O'3 ea '36 + 29000/T)

The specific enthalpy of the fuel, the oxidant and the seed 

before combustion is

Ilbc(T) - »a .ha (T )/W ..+ W .h (T )/W +O OX O

[(SC + 4)^.Fuel - 8.79 x 10 (I -C ) -

Ed(SC + 4)$.Seed]/[(SC +4) + 32 + 280 ]
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where Wa
W

Wo
ha
hox
Ed

Fuel

Tpa
To.

Seed

Q
and Ed 

Type

Seed

Z

Z

Z

Z

1

2

1

2

mass flow rate of the air. Kg/sec 

mass flow rate of the combustion gas, Kg/sec 

mass flow rate of the oxygen, Kg/sec 

specific enthalpy of air , Joules/Kg 

specific enthalpy of oxygen, Joules/Kg 

dissociation energy of the seed, Joules/Kg 

gross calorific value of the fuel, Joules/Kg
Opreheat temperature of air, Kelvin

Otemperature of oxygen, Kelvin

seed concentration in weight potassium/weight fuel 

seed concentration in mole % potassium . 

t Type + 1 . 1  T/200 ] x IO6 
- 2.3 for K2CO3

3.4 for K0SO.2 4
39 Q [ (Z1 -S )<j> + Z2 + W /[100 <K8S + 4)]
I

} . for <j> ■< I
1

2
} for <|> =? I

0 .
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The molecular weight of the combustion gas is

M = (Sg + 4) + 32 + 28ip
I + (l-g)<j> + ^ + Y + U 
(Sg + 4)4) + 32 + 28*
(2 - g)* + ^++- Y--IuU

The equation of state is

= p T/(M x .1218 x IO-3)

- pressure of the combustion gas, Newtons/sq m 

temperature of the combustion gas, 0Kelvin

- mass density of the combustion gas, Kg/cu m

The electrical properties of the combustion gas are 

The electron density is

4.22 % IO23HXp x .987 x IO5) T '5 ^ 504W r1 
~ I + 2 x IO"3 (B16800zt) ( YZX )1Z3 B2Z3

where B = (I - g) (.987 x 10 3p)/ (2 - g + ^ )

The electron mobility is

M = T/{[p x .987 x IO-5][(4030 - 3110g ) (2.72 .-.457^ ) 

+ (.15 + .3g ) (.66^ - 1.48) T + (1050 - 1204 ) Q + 

(.054 - -13) T.Q + (1.1 +3.74 ) (n x 10“19)]} 

and the electrical conductivity is

-19cr. = 1.6 x 10 p

P

where p 

T

; for <t> < I 

; for. 4 >  I



APPENDIX B

DESIGN PARAMETERS OF THE STEAM PLANT AND AIR HEATERS' .

The steam plant and air heaters were designed for a 2000 MW 

thermal input to the MHD combustor. The power output of the steam 

plant is approximately 55 % of the total power output,of the system.

The thermal duty of each steam plant section was chosen such that 

each section is located at the temperature zone where the gas temp

erature is high enough to provide good heat transfer from the gas to 

the steam yet not so high as to result in excessive tube temperature. 

The heat transfer equation for heat flow is [127]

q = USAT (B.l)

where q - rate of heat, flow. Joules/sec

U — overall combined conductance* Joules/sq m 5sec,°K 

S - heat transfer surface area, sq m 

AT - temperature difference causing heat flow, °K 

The overall combined conductance (U) includes fluid convection c 

conductance and intertube radiation conductance. The equation (B.l) 

may be expanded as follows, to show the quantitative relationship in 

the transfer of heat from a heating to' a cooling fluid:

q = USAT = wc(T.. - T0) = w'c’ (Tl - T'). m i z z I

^ v" Ch^ - h p (B.2)
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where T

TV T2'

mean temperature difference between the heating and the 

cooling fluid ( see chapter IV of reference [127]. 

mass flow rate of hotter fluid, Kg/sec 

mean specific heat of hotter fluid, Joules/Kg,°K 

(normally c ) ■

specific heat of the fluid at constant pressure 

temperature of hotter fluid entering and leaving the 

heat transfer surface, 0K 

mass flow rate of colder fluid, Kg/sec 

specific heat of colder fluid

- temperature of colder fluid entering and leaving the 

■ heat transfer surface

1̂I ’̂ 2 "" specific enthalpy of the colder fluid entering and 

leaving the heat transfer surface, Joules/Kg 

The inlet and exit temperature (of gas and steam) in each section 

were calculated using equation B.2. The gas temperature leaving the 

last section of the steam plant (economizer) was assumed to be 420°K 

which is high enough to prevent condensation of sulfuric acid on the 

economizer tube wall [127].



B.l Low Temperature Economizer
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Thermal duty ■- 93000000 Joules/sec

Tube size 5.1 cm OD, .635 cm thick

. Surface area - 12860 sq m

Volume of water - 92.5 cu m

Volume of metal - 71.5 cu m

Density of metal - 6600 Kg/cu m

Mass of metal - 470470 Kg

Metal specific heat - 3186 Joules/Kg

Gas Inlet temperature - 548 °K

Exit temperature - 420 °K

Mass flow rate ■ — 687.4 Kg/sec

Water Inlet temperature 355 °K

Exit temperature - 412 °K

Mass flow rate - 387 Kg/sec

High Temperature Economizer

Thermal duty - 96000000 Joules/sec

Tube size - 5.1 cm OD, .635 cm thick

Surface area - 11840 sq m

Volume of water 85.3 cu m

Volume of metal - 65.6 cu m

Mass of metal - 432000 Kg



Gas Inlet temperature 

Exit temperature 

Mass flow rate 

Water Inlet temperature 

Exit temperature 

Mass flow rate

B.3 Diffuser Cooling Tubes 

Thermal duty 

Tube size 

Volume of steam 

Gas Inlet temperature 

Exit temperature 

Mass flow rate 

Steam Inlet temperature 

Exit temperature 

Mass flow rate

B.4 Radiant Section 

Thermal duty 

Tube size 

Surface area

- 671 °K

- 548 °K

- 687.4 Kg/sec

- 473 °K

- ■ 525 °K

- 404 Kg/sec

- 21500000 Joules/sec

- 2.635 cm GD, .635 cm thick

- 1.144 cu m

- 2299.5 °K

- 2358°K

- 687.4 Kg/sec

- 525 °K

- 536 0K

- 404 Kg/sec

-, 300000000 Joules/sec

- 3.8 cm GD, .635 cm thick

- 1350 sq m

152

Volume of steam 5.7 cu m
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Volume.of metal 

Mass of metal 

Gas Inlet temperature 

Exit temperature 

Mass flow rate 

Steam Inlet temperature’ 

Exit -temperature 

Mass flow rate

B.5 Primary Superheater 

Thermal duty 

Tube size 

Surface area 

Volume of steam 

Volume of metal 

Gas Inlet temperature 

Exit temperature 

Mass flow rate 

Steam Inlet temperature 

Exit temperature 

Mass flov rate

- 7.14 cu m

- .47100 Kg

- 2358 °K

- 2173 0K

- 687.4 Kg/sec

- 536 °K

- 651 °K

- 404 Kg/sec

- 584800000 Joules/sec

- 3.8 cm OD, .635 cm thick

- 8310 sq m

- 35.1 cu m

- 43.7 cu m

- 1826 °K

- 1213 °K

- 687,4 Kg/sec

- 651 °K

- 822 0K-

- 404 Kg/sec
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B.6 Reheater

Thermal duty - 261000000 Joules/sec

Tube size — 5 cm OD, .635 cm thi'

Surface area - 14090 sq m

Volume of steam - 94 cu m

Volume of metal - 74.6 cu m

Mass of metal - 492300 Kg

Gas Inlet temperature - 1213 °K

Exit temperature - 919 °K

Mass flow rate - 687.4 Kg/sec

Steam Inlet temperature - 550 °K

Exit temperature - 822 0K

Mass flow rate - 387 Kg/sec

B.7 Low Temperature Air Heater 

Thermal duty 

Tube size 

Surface area 

Volume of air 

Volume of metal 

Mass of metal

200000000 Joules/sec

5.1 cm, .325 cm thick

26300 sq m

254 cu m

8.0 cu m

528000 Kg
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Gas Inlet temperature 919 °K

Exit temperature - 671 0K

Mass flow rate - 687.4 Kg/sec

Air Inlet temperature - 516 °K

Exit temperature - 838
Mass flow rate - 580 Kg/sec

High Temperature Air Heater

Thermal duty - 436000000. Joules/sec

Number of units - 12

6 on gas, 3 on air. 2 on pressurization and depres

surization during switchover and I on standby

Matrix height - 28.5 cm

Base area - 37 sq m

Passage size - 15 cm x 15 cm

Pressure Shell height - 48 m

Pressure shell diameter - 9.15 m

Gas Inlet temperature - 2173 °K

Exit temperature - 1826 °K

Mass flow rate — 687.4 Kg/sec

Air Inlet temperature - 838 °K

Exit temperature - 1480 °K

Mass flow rate - 580 Kg/sec



APPENDIX C

THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF STEAM/WATER

The thermodynamic properties of steam/water were obtained from 

reference 1152]. The mass density and the temperature are expressed 

in terms of the specific enthalpy and the pressure. The method of 

Least Squares was used to obtain the desired polynomial expression for 

each region of interest with errors limited to less than .2 %.

C.I. The Economizer and the Diffuser wall Cooling Tubes
2 3T = a + a., h + a0h + a„h o I 2 3

p = cq + Cjh + c.^ + Cgh^ + djP + d^p^ + d^p^

where a
o I 2 3

= 268.51
' uIf
C- =

2f 3f
2.455216 x

1OI-1

O

aI = 2.3209 x IO-4

2

C3 -8.0570184 x IO-17

a2 = 2.13519 x IO-11 dI = 3.388339'x IO"6

a3 = -1.7977 x IO-17 IlCM
nd -4.16304 x IO"15

c.O = 1181.23 IICO -1.1045783 x IO"21
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C.2. . The Radiant Boiler Tubes

T = 2 3a + a-h + a0h + a„h o I I 3 + E1P + ^2P2 + b3p3

P = 2 3c + C1Ii + Cxh + c„h o I .2 3 + dlP + d2p + d3p

ao = 252.77 C =O 1848.

aI = 1.84876 x 10~4 cI = -1.65883 x IO-3

a2 = 6.327195 x IO-11 C2 9.927461 x IO-10

a3 -3.0705698 x 10"17 C3 = 2.553673 x 10~16

bI 2.130739 x 10“ 6 dI = -1.54802 x IO-6

b 2 -2.441379 x 10~14 d2 " -2.305187 x IO-13

bT =
_90

-3.1984747 x 10 .do' = 8.2748951 x IO-21

for 500 <  T <  670 °K j 3200 <  p <  4000 psia

C.3. The Primary Superheater Tubes 

The coefficients are:

a = 901.28O
aI = -2.43656 x 10~4

a2 -9.155152 x 10“

a3 = 1.88961 x 10“d7

Iii—i 6.804904 x 10“6

c = 964.7O

C1 = -3.52043 x 10“4

IlCMO 2.353127 x 10“12

O LO
11 8.6834533 x IO-18

Ili—I 
rO 7.9417977 x 10_6
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for

C.4.

for

C.5.

b2 = -6.8024416 x 10~14 d2 -1.0829445 x 10 12

b3 4.90753777 x 10~22 d3 2.67533636 x 10_2°

620 <= T < 830 °K ; 3200 c p  <  3800 psia

The'Reheater Tubes

The coefficients are:

a 449.22 C — 5.029O O

aI -1.06938 x IO-5 C1 = 3.24766 x IO-6

a2 -3.848692 x IO-11 C2 = -6.087039 x IO"13

a3 1.96655242 x 10~17 C3 1.5578034 x IO-19

bI = 2.195649 x IO-6 dI 1.7334559 x IO-6

b2 = —133.6871222 x 10 J d2
-131.43081998 x 10

b3 = -1.61763505 x 10™20 d3 -4.94395512 x 10~21

530 <  T C  830 0K ; 520 <r P < 650 psia

The High Pressure Steam Turbine Exhaust

The coefficients are:

a 268.55 C 4.67O O

aI 2.10955 x IO-4 C1 8.1106 x IO" 7

a2 2.685907 x 10-11 C2 = -2.244634 x IO-11

a3 = 3.903805 x IO-18 C3 = -2.297003 x IO"19
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bI = 4.895478 x 10™5 = 1.9053 x 10~5

b 2 = -9.939367 x IO-12 d_ = -3.874922 x 10'

. b3 = 8.65004945 x 10~19 d0 = 3.345578 x IO-

for 450 <  T <: 600 0K j 400 c  p < OO psia

where h - specific enthalpy, Joules/Kg 

p - pressurej.Newtons/sq m  

P - mass density, Kg/cu m 

T - temperature , 0K



APPENDIX D '

. THERMODYNAMIC AND TRANSPORT PROPERTIES OF AIR 

The properties of air were obtained from reference 1153],
D.l. Low Temperature Air Heater

. T = ao + a^h + a2h2 + a^h3 4- bjP + . 2 , - 3  bgP + b^p

Z 2 3= c + C1Ii + c„h + c0n o l  Z 3 + ^1P + d2p2 + d3p3

P = p/(286.1186 x Z x T)

where a = 772.09 C = .9403O O

aI = -1.73118 x IO-3 cI
-4= 3.004735 x 10

a2 = 3.199369 x 10-9 C2 = -4.4398956 x 10

a3 = -1.281605 x 10~15 C3
-10= 2.1527 x 10 ^

I-1 = 3.444268 x 10 b dI = -2.990621 x 10~

b 2 = -5.551004 x IO-12 d2 = 4.98913045 x 10

CO
►n = 2.61970912 x IO-18 d3 = -2.315999 x 10"

for 550 <  T C  900 °K ; I <  P <  ICI atmospheres
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High Temperature Air Heater

The coefficients are:

aO = 182.5 cO = 1.2184

a i = 6.95564 x IO-4 c^ = -5.99173 x IO-4

a2 1.220374 x 10~10 c2 = 5.576015 x 10-7

a3 -3.45359 x IO"17 C3 = -1.7155671 x 10~10

bI 5.71180135 x 10~ 6 H1 = -2.41645388 x 10~ 8

b2 -1.063745 x IO-11 d2 = 4.15909067 x IO-14

b3 5.3234325 x IO-18 d„J ' = -1.98454265 x IO-20

1000 <  T <  1800 °K ; I <  p c  10 atmospheres

T - air temperature, 0Kelvin

Z - compressibility of air

P - air pressure, Newtons/sq m

P - air mass density, Kg/cu m

h — air specific enthalpy, Joules/Kg



APPENDIX E

SPECIFIC HEAT OF THE COMBUSTION GAS

The average specific heat of the combustion gas may be 

expressed as a linear function of the temperature at the inlet of the 

specified section. These equations were derived from the gas 

properties calculation as shown in the Appendix A. Since the pressure 

difference between the gas inlet and the gas outlet of the steam 

plant is small, the effect of the pressure variation on the specific 

enthalpy is negligible. The specific heat (constant pressure) 

equations are 

E.l. Radiant Boiler

C = 2045. + .4262(T. - 2260.) ; 2000 C T  <2500 °K
BP. g

E.2. High Temperature Air Heater

C =' 1507.7 + .7199CT - 2020.) ; 1400 C T C  2300 °Kgah gp

.E.3. Primary Superheater

C.gs 1315.7 + .2l36(T ,-1540.)gah 800 C T  <1800 °K

E.4. Reheater

C = 1210.4 + .3537(T - 980.). gr gs 600 C T  < 1 3 0 0  °K
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E.5.

E.6 .

Low Temperature Air Heater

C = 1128.9 + .4574(T - 700)gal gr

High Temperature Economizer

C = 1073.6 + .4338(1 540.)ge gal

; 450 C T  < 1 0 0 0  °K

400 < T  < 7 0 0  0K



APPENDIX F

CALCULATION OF THE COMBUSTION TEMPERATURE

The combustion temperature is calculated from the energy 

balance equation {154]

htlC-pC) ■ 6B=ctC1 - V ”

where h(T^,p^) - the enthalpy of the combustion products

(T^) - the enthalpy of the fuel, the oxidant, and the

seed before combustion

Q - heat loss to the combustion chamber walls

W - mass flow rate of the combustion products

The heat loss to the combustion chamber walls is given by

Qc - T.Dc .Lc {Cf e [ h<Tc,pc) -h(Tw ,pc) + S(=g.Tc4 ' -

=VS-1WC4 1 1 + > - Bc2 C cBelhciC-pC1 - hciW=-pC11 +
4 4

S (e .T - e .T 4 ) } g c we wc

where D - characteristic diameter of the combustion chamber, m c
Lc . - length of the combustion chamber, m 

p - combustion pressure, Newtons/sq m
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- combustion temperature, Kelvin

- design wall temperature, 0Kelvin

Eg - emissivity of the combustion gas

e - emissivity of the side wallsws
E^e - emissivity of the end walls &

C, - convective heat transfer coefficient on the side walls hs
= Gams.Re"^(k/D C ) c p

C, - convective heat transfer coefficient on the end walls he
= Game ..Re * ̂  (k/ (D C ) c P

Game - empirical coefficient in the turbulent heat transfer 

correlation for the side walls and the end walls 

respectively 

Re - Reynolds number

Cp - Specific heat (constant pressure) of the gas, Joules/ 

k - Thermal conductivity of the gas 

The cross-sectional area of the combustion chamber is 

calculated from the continuity equation

W/(pc’Uc)

The mass density ( p^) is calculated from the equation of state 

at the combustion temperature and pressure. It is assumed that
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there is a negligible pressure drop in the combustion chamber.

The length of the combustion chamber is

L = u .T c c r

where u^ is the optimum velocity of the gas in the combustion 

chamber for a minimum surface area given by

uc = [4W/(ir.pc.Tr) l1 3̂

where Tr is the residence time for the complete combustion of coal 

and W is the mass flow rate of the combustion gas.



APPENDIX G

THE POB1TRAN IV COMPUTER PROGRAMS

The computer simulations were done at the Montana State 

University Computing Center using the XDS Sigma 7 computer. The 

dynamic models were implemented by the use of the Fortran IV computer 

programming language. All arithmetic operations were performed in 

double precision to minimize truncation errors.

G.I Program MHDTD

This program is used to solve the quasi one-dimensional time- 

dependent magnetohydrodynamics equations in conservation form developed 

in chapter II.

The two-step Lax-Wendroff finite difference method is used, 

making it possible to integrate through a discontinuity. The dependent 

variables are the mass density, the momentum density and the stagnation 

internal energy density. The independent variables are time and 

distance along the channel.

Nomenclature

A
AA
AMP
AMPl
BETA
BN
C4
CS

cross-sectional area of the channel, meters 
width to height ratio of the channel 
dimensionless current 
load current, amperes 
Hall parameter
applied magnetic field density, webers/sq m 
electrode pitch to channel width ratio 
electrode pitch, meters
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D
DADX.
DELTA
DIFF
DTAU
DUCT
DX
E

EDC
EFF
ENT
EOC
EY
F .
G
P
PHI
PMHD
PSI
Q
QMHD

QDIFF
R
RI
RHO
SIGMA
T
TAU 
TW '
V
VD
VDC
VOC
W
XJB
XJE
XJX
XJY
XKY
XM
XMACH 
XMAX '

- hydraulic duct diameter, meters
- slope of the area profile of the channel
- carbon.to hydrogen ratio of the fuel 

diffuser length, 'metefs
- time increment, seconds
" MHD generator length, meters

channel length incremeht, meters
- stagnation internal energy density of the gas.

Joules/cu m
- axial electric field, volts/meter 

isentropic efficiency
- internal energy of the gas. Joules/Kg
- open-circuit axial electric field, volts/meter
- transverse electric field, volts/meter
- viscous force, Newtons/cu meter
- ' heat loss to the channel wall,. Joules/cu meter
- gas pressure. Newtons/sq meter 

fuel mixture ratio
- MHD electrical power output. Joules/sec. 

nitrogen to oxygen mole ratio
seed concentration in mole %
heat loss to the wall of the MHD generator, Joule 

Joules/sec
- heat loss to the diffuser wall. Joules/sec 

load resistance, ohms
internal resistance qf the generator, ohms 
mass density of the gas, Kg/cu meter

- electrical conductivity, mho/meter 
gas temperature, Kelvin
time, seconds
wall temperature, Kelvin
velocity of the gas, meters/sec

- voltage drop parameter 
generator terminal voltage, volts 
generator open-circuit voltage, volts

- Momentum density, Kg/sq meter . sec
- Lorentz force, Newtphs/cu meter
- electrical power density. Joules/sec.cu meter 

axial current density, amperes/sq meter
- transverse current density, amperes/sq meter
- cross-connection parameter
- molecular weight of the gas
- ■ gas flow mach number
- total channel length, meters
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Input Data

The' first four read statements read the following list according

to the format (6F.Q).

Cross-connection parameter (XKY)
Width to height ratio of the channel (AA)
Load Resistance (R)
Electrode pitch (C5)
Electrode voltage drop parameter (VD)
Applied magnetic field density.(BN)
Nitrogen to Oxygen mole ratio (PSI)
Fuel mixture ratio (PHI)
Carbon to hydrogen ratio of the fuel (DELTA)
Seed concentration in mole % (Q)
Wall temperature (TW)
Load current (AMPl)
Channel distance increment (DX)
Total channel length (XMAX)
Time increment (DTAU)
Initial time (TAU)
Final time (TAUMAX)
Number of x-increments (M)

. Number of time steps to be skipped before printing 
the output (IFREQ)

Number of x-increments for the MHD generator (IDUCT) 
Generator length (DUCT)
Diffuser length (DIFF)
Molecular weight of the gas (XM)

The fifth read statement reads the cross-sectional area profile

of the channel according to the formatVCl'OF. 0).

The sixth read statement reads the initial conditions, namely,

the stagnation infernhl energy density (E), the pressure (P), the mass

density (RHO) and the momentum density (W) according to the format

(5D15.8).
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The size of the variables (mass.density, velocity, pressure, 

temperature, momentum density, stagnation internal energy density, 

Lorentz force, power density, friction force, heat transfer term, 

current density, electric field, Mach number, area, slope of the area, 

Hall parameter, electrical conductivity, isentropic efficiency, and 

internal energy) is determined by the channel length and the channel 

length increment.
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EN(I)«E(I)*DTAU*(W n 1(I)*(E N1(I) +P(I ))/RH 0M(I)“1 WN2 ( I ) * ( EN2 ( I i + P2 (111 /RH0N2.( I I !/DX^DT AU* »5D0*
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24 CONTINUE CO 7 1=2,M
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SCI CONtlhUE
^RlTE(IGiSOS) ( (E( I ),I = 1,M + 1 I ' ( P d  I'I = 1,M + 1 I < (RHC( I.) i I ■!/« + ! ) I I (W (I ) * / M + l ) )

'GO TC I202 CONTINUEDC 25 I s i d D U C T  25 XJY ( D = X J B t  I ) /BN PRINT I O O d A UPRINT 101 ■CO Il I = D M M
11 PRINT 1 0 2 d i P (  I D R H C f  I ),V( D j XJEII ) d (  J D X M A C H ( I D E N T d )' ,WRITE(108,204 I ( I,B E T A d  D S I Q M A (I D E B C (I D X J X (I )iX J Y (I I>E Y (I D  IEFF ( I I , I = I d D U C T )PRINT 103,p MHD a QMHD,QBIFF PRINT 104, V D C d O C ,  AMPl12 IF(TAU-GEdAUMAX) GO TO I GC to 4. IC FORMAT(6F»C )SC FORMAT(10F.0)30 FORMAT(6F»C IIOC FORMAT ( I H l d  AT A TIME TAU =', Fl5, 8,2Xd SEC ' ) '101 FORMAT (I H0,8X j 'PRESSURE D l l X d D E N S I T Y  D l O X ,  ' VELOCITY',7X,I ’POWER DENSITY D  S X d  TEMPERATURE D 4 X d  M A C H 1, 5 X d  INTi ENERGY • i

102 F0RMAT(2X,I3,2X,E13»7,5X,E13*7,4X,E13«7,5X,E13,7,7X,E13»7,3X,F5«3, I4X,E13 e 7 I
HE1T LOSS -',E1A,7,

104 FORMAT < I H O d  VDC = D  E1 4 .7,3 X d  VQC = D  El 4 »7 j 3X, » AMPl = D E 1 4  «7 I203 F O R M A T (5015» 8)204 F0RMAT(2X,I3,3X,7E12,5)IOOC FOR MAT('MhO DUCT, O n E DIMENSIONAL TIME DEPENDENT CALCULATIONS'/1('M = D 14/( 1 IFREQ =',14/('XMAX = D F 6 * 2 / ( »DTAU = D2Fio«5/ ( 1 Ta u m a x  =DF idoS ))))) )'1001 FORMAT ( 1 STEP SlZE'/(2XdDX- I 'SECOND'/('MHO DUCT LENGTH 2 D F 6 * 2 j 2X j ‘METERS' )))) ) 2000 FQRMAT(2X,I3,3X,3E20«6)I OUTPUT AMPl END

"DF8.5,3X,'METER'/(2X,.' DT "',Fg'6,3X,63 D F 6  ® 2 , 2 X d  M E T ERS'/( '.DIFFUSER LENGTH
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G.2 . SUBROUTINE UPDATE

This, subroutine calculates the electrical parameters of the MHD 

generator, the heat transfer and friction terms needed in the program 

MHDTD.

Input

The input variables required are the mass density, momentum 

density, stagnation internal energy density, pressure and generator 

load current.

Nomenclature

CH - convective heat transfer coefficient

EG - gas emissivity

EW - wall emissivity

T - friction term

G - heat transfer term

H - gas. enthalpy

QR - radiative heat transfer

QW - convective heat transfer

RE - recovery factor

RED - Reynolds number

S - Boltzman1s constant

XK - thermal conductivity

XN — viscosity
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G.3 SUBROUTINE HGAS

This subroutine calculates the. thermodynamic and electrical 

properties of the \yorkipg fluid.

Input

The input variables needed are gas temperature, gas pressure, 

seed concentration, fuel mixture ratio, carbon to hydrogen ratio in 

the fuel and nitrogen to oxygen ratio..

Output

The output variables are gas enthalpy, electrical conductivity, 

mobility and specific heat (constant pressure) of the. gas.

Nomenclature

CP - specific heat (constant pressure)

H - gas enthalpy

SIG - electrical conductivity

XMUl - mobility

XNE - electron density

.
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